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SOUTH BEND, Ind. Three years
after expanding its shortwave holdings
with the $2 million purchase of ashortwave radio station in Cypress Hill, S.C.,
one of the largest shortwave broadcasters
in this country continues to evaluate digital shortwave and search for ways to
expand its reach.
LeSEA Broadcasting Corp. operates
from master studios in South Bend, Ind.,
and uses a complex series of satellite
uplinks with high- power transmitters
and directional antennas to broadcast
shortwave programming worldwide.
The non-profit Christian broadcast
organization also operates three terrestrial FM radio stations in South Bend. Its
managers believe it has the potential to
reach more than 90 percent of the
world's population with nondenomina-
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New Group Seeks
Music Money
From Radio
WASHINGTON A partnership of
singers and music industry organizations
has formed to represent recording artists
in an effort by the record industry to get
music royalties compensation from radio.
The group — musicFIRST, for
"Fairness in Radio Starting Today" — is
asking that performers be compensated
when their music is broadcast over the
air. Some 100 recording artists signed on

NEWSWATCH•
as founding members.
Radio pays royalties to ASCAP, BM!
and SESAC, which distribute compensation to singer/songwriters and music publishers; but music labels have been fighting for higher rates from radio and
compensation for singers as well.
The RIAA and SoundExchange are
among 1lmusic industry organizations
that belong to the coalition. Radio argues
that airplay is aform of compensation to
artists.
The new group is lobbying Congress
to support legislation to levy digital performance rights royalties on radio. NAB
calls it aperformance tax.
NAB, CEA, other interested parties

and the RIAA have been in talks to try to
develop a non- legislated solution. In
hearings on the digital performance rights
issue, lawmakers have said they prefer
that industry solve the issue without government intervention.
But NAB, reacting to the group's formation, said it will continue to aggressively fight the RIAA's proposed performance "tax" on local radio stations.
"Congress has long recognized that
radio airplay of music generates millions
of dollars in revenue for record labels and
artists," said NAB Executive Vice
President Dennis Wharton in astatement.
"Were it not for radio's free promotional
airplay of music on stations all over

America, most successful recording artists
would still be playing in agarage."

News Roundup
BROADCAST AT AES: The Audio
Engineering Society will hold a dedicated, four-day Broadcast Audio Conference
at the fall show in New York this year. It
said it is ramping up broadcast- related
events " in response to growing demand
by television and radio broadcasters for
audio technology updates relevant to their
HD/digital transitions." Convention
Committee Chair Jim Anderson and
Conference Chair David K. Bialik are
organizing the program.
'NO' TO MERGER: Approximately 70
members of Congress urged federal
antitrust authorities to block the satellite
merger. They wrote the attorney general,
FCC and FTC asking that they reject it
because the marriage " would create a
monopoly which would be devastating to
consumers." The chief authors of the letter are Reps. Gene Green, D-Texas and
Jim Sensenbrenner, R-Wis.

5 ,,,irrcHED

BANNER CAMPAIGN: NAB hung a
banner from its Washington headquarters
to protest the proposed merger. The banner, " Do the Math: XM + Sirius =
Monopoly," directs the public Web site
where they can read testimony from
broadcasters representing NAB during
congressional hearings and file comments
to the FCC.

vu

'YES' TO MERGER: Both XM and
Sirius launched pro- merger Web sites,
promising " more choice, better pricing
See NEWSWATCH, page 6
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DRM: Ready for Global Deployment
by Daniel Mansergh
In the world of digital radio, it's along
road from working system to market penetration, as developers of digital radio
technologies have discovered to their
frustration over the past two decades.
Now, with three major systems in play
in the global broadcasting marketplace,
the differences in their design philosophies and development histories are leading them down distinctly different
deployment paths.
HD Radio can be seen as atechnological response to the American broadcasting business model constrained by limited spectrum. Eureka- 147 grew from the
soil of European national broadcasters in
the luxury of new band allocations.
Digital Radio Mondiale's global
approach and multi-band support have
forced it down a more pragmatic path,
seeking wide regulatory authority and
regional adoption.
The consortium of broadcasters and
technology companies known as DRM is,
as indicated by its hybrid Anglophone/
Francophone name, a study in compromise and flexibility. It has continued to
change based on the needs of partners,
users and market realities.
At the NAB convention in April, Don

To address this issue and investigate
or to the adjacent-channel station.
the suitability of DRM in constrained signal environments, DRM conducted a Standard transmitter/
round of field testing in Mexico City in
antenna designs
2006 to assess the performance and comBased on analysis of the collected
patibility of DRM analog/digital simulmeasurement data and consistent with the
cast operation in the AM band.
results of previous field tests, Messer
For the trials, DRM used the transmitfound that " DRM ' FM- like' reception
ter site of Radio Educación, apublic staworks perfectly if the signal-to-noise
tion run by the Mexican Education
ratio is at least 17 dB," and that "DRM
Department located about nine miles outcoverage is roughly equivalent to analog."
side the urban center of Mexico City.
DRM also caused no interference to
Support for analog/digital simulcast
the analog host during simulcast operawith the DRM system is achieved
tion as long as the digital power was
through in-band, adjacent-channel operamaintained at alevel at least 13 dB below
tion; in this case, the regular programthe analog signal, according to Messer.
ming of Radio Educación was transmitted
From an implementation standpoint,
on its analog frequency on 1060 kHz at
Messer pointed out that although the
50 kW, while adigital signal was broadexpanded 20 kHz bandwidth requirement
cast on 1070 kHz at 1.25 kW, resulting in
of DRM simulcast may not be achievable
atotal occupied bandwidth of 20 kHz.
with more complicated existing directionThese power levels represent the preal AM transmission systems, it "can easiferred design ratio of 16 dB for simulcast
ly be accommodated with standard transoperation with the DRM system, accordmitter and antenna designs."
ing to Messer.
Messer also discussed the status of the
effort to seek regulatory authorization for
Because the performance and coverage
of standalone DRM transmission on
use of the DRM system on FM frequencies. He explained that the current draft
medium- wave frequencies have already
been well-characterized, Messer said, the
specification proposes to add anew VHF
focus of the Mexico City tests was on
Mode E to the existing sub- 30 MHz
DRM Modes A through D, with abasic
simulcast reception and interference
100 kHz bandwidth for the digital signal.
potential to in-band analog stations.

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

Bswusa.com

Messer, chairman of the DRM Technical
Committee, presented an update on the
consortium's activities.
After early deployment of technology
on anumber of shortwave stations operated by consortium members, Messer presented DRM as a system now poised to
make inroads into the most widely-used
AM and VHF broadcasting bands in
countries around the globe.
According to Messer, this represents
the natural evolution of DRM, which was
designed to be flexible in accommodating
a range of frequencies, allotment
schemes, transmission systems and programming types. "The DRM market is
worldwide, by design, so it must be aversatile system," he said.
Other countries deploy DRM
After initial rounds of proof-of-concept
and large-scale coverage testing, the DRM
consortium has more recently been characterizing and demonstrating the capabilities of the system to broadcasters considering deploying DRM in their countries.
Of great concern to many broadcasters
is identifying amigration path from analog to digital broadcasting in heavilypopulated existing bands, since new
channel allocations or unused blocks of
spectrum may not be available.

800-426-8434

Tests were conducted on seven mobile
routes and 36 fixed locations throughout
Mexico City, representing reception environments typical of urban, industrial and
residential areas of the city.
Comprehensive signal strength, signalto-noise ratio and audio quality measurements were captured for a "typical" DRM
simulcast operation throughout the threeweek test period, Messer said, while additional scenarios were tested separately.
These included comparison of a variety of more- and less-robust transmission
coding parameters, four-channel multicast on the digital signal and 9kHz operation of the digital channel. Additional
tests studied performance of DRM reception quality as compared to AM quality
in high-noise environments
For analog compatibility testing, four
generally available consumer receivers
were used by "expert listeners" to evaluate the analog service of Radio
Educación subjectively at all of the measurement locations and in several indoor
locations. In addition, spot measurements
were conducted to assess potential interference to an adjacent-channel station on
1080 kHz, located north of Mexico City.
Messer reported that there was " no
detected interference between analog and
digital" either to the host analog station
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Standalone DRM operation or an adjacent-channel simulcast (dubbed DRM
Plus) would be allowable, with higher
power levels available in DRM-only
applications due to the reduced interference potential. To combat multipath and
other propagation challenges in the VHF
band, lower coding rates would be needed to introduce more robust error correction, Messer said, although even with this
accommodation, he indicated that VHF
DRM could deliver abit rate of around
100 kbps with atypical set of transmission parameters.
In concluding, Messer characterized
DRM as "ahigh-quality, high-reliability
system on the AM and VHF bands, with
no new spectrum required, and a large
capacity for additional programs." He
also touted the system's flexibility, noting
that the specific use depends on the
requirements of broadcasters in each
country.
Ultimately, though, Messer wanted
broadcasters to know that DRM is ready
for prime time, given the system's use by
several shortwave broadcasters and the
ability to implement the system in several
frequency bands.
"DRM is not an emerging technology,"
he declared. "It's already deployed."
See related story, page 5.
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Stay Cool With ` 9XM Talking'
My shelf is groaning with recent titles
so let's get right to it — the latest books
of interest to RW readers to keep you
inside, staying cool on hot July days.
"9XM Talking" — Randall Davidson,
a news producer and anchor for
Wisconsin Public Radio, writes about
"WHA Radio and the Wisconsin Idea."
The book is ahistory of the University
of Wisconsin station and also discusses
WLBL and stations
that constitute what
is now WPR. It
also explores the
claim WHA has to
the title "oldest station in the nation."
This 406- page
hardback includes
great black and
white
photos,
including the super
image of a child
listening to aradio
on the cover.
As the author notes, only ahandful of
more than 200 AM stations licensed to
educational institutions since 1922 are
still on the air as noncoms, and WHA is
one. Readers interested in history will
like this; those interested in the history of
educational radio and the original "distance learning" will particularly enjoy it.
Retail price: $ 34.95. University of
Wisconsin Press.
"Advertising: Industry in Peril" —
John Michelet
believes that most
advertnage
of the advertising
Industry in Peril,
done
in
the
louldn Lams Aireff ieoly
4deereke
United States is
crap — that's my
word, but pretty
much his attitude.
•
He says advertising is ineffective
and worthless,
wasting billions
of dollars ayear:
His slim paperback talks about " 10
fundamental problems" of advertising

and his secrets to overcoming them. This
book was recommended to me by my
friend Craig Baker, an owner of small
stations in Georgia who is as passionate
about selling radio well as anyone you'll
meet.
Michelet, who also offers workshops
on this topic, believes that if you sell a
client with the lowest price and sales
"tricks," you have to resell yourself every
time. "If you make an advertiser more
successful by helping them do effective advertising, you become part of
their marketing program."
This is aquick, practical read for
aGM or sales manager.
Price: $ 14.95.
Olympian
Publishing.
"A Face for Radio: Radio
Station Planning and Design" —
If your idea of how to build astudio is to slap one up in the cheapest way possible, this is not abook
for you.
However, if you love looking at
high-end studio photos, if you appreciate architectural planning details, if you
have a taste or a budget for things that
are done well, check this one out.
It's a collaboration of Peter
Bloomfield, president of Bloomfield &
Associates Architects; Mark Motl, asen-

aface for radio
radio station ilanning and design

iii

«emu ••••111., new

ior associate at that firm; and writer
Vilma Barr. They snagged NAB's David
Rehr to write the forward.
They describe the hardback book as
an illustrated guide to the process of creating an optimum facility that enhances
a station's image. So there's plenty of

emphasis on the station's -face"; as
you'd expect from an architect the book
contains lots of examples to make astation look nice. But the authors also delve
into ample questions of budget, site
selection, schedule, procurement and
other aspects.
This book is less technical than typical engineering references, yet more indepth than most management planners.
There are useful discussions of various
aspects of the facility planning process.
See BOOKS, page 12

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane

Topspin Polarized Antenna
Takes Some Readers for a Spin
Did you cock an eye at the article
"Topspin Fractal Coefficient."
about the Topspin Antenna in the
The location Laerton Lane is "not
March 26 edition of Radio World?
real" spelled backwards. The photo in
Those who read it closely had agood
the article showed two cardboard "prolaugh, and we intended to leave enough
totypes" quickly put together for the
clues to allow readers to pick up on the
occasion at Electronics Research Inc.
April Fool's gag.
Silliman was shown in the pic taken by
There were anumber of clues.
Wandel just outside Silliman's office
The names of the " inventors" were anagrams: Milton
Silam can be rearranged to
spell Tom Silliman, Dirac
Newel as Eric Wandel. Those
two ERI stalwarts came up
with the idea over ayear ago
and waited patiently for an
April Fool's opportunity.
Other clues: The antenna
was scheduled to demo on
April 1; the physics behind
"top spin polarized" propagaTopspin Antenna inventors Tom
tion iS outrageous. Toward the
Silliman, a.k.a. Milton Sham, ' and
end, Tom and Eric tell me they
Eric Wandel, ' Dirac Newel'
started to worry that someone
might steal the idea and try to market it
window at ERI in Chandler, Ind.
from alocation in Egypt!
If you visited the Web site, 1414w/opAlso there was adiscussion of "bluff spinantenna.com, you know that the
tests," a mild reference to this being a site does exist; the e-mails to Milton
bluff. The reference to " backspin"
and Dirac are functional. Milton and
polarization was a means of inserting
Dirac must have too much time on their
"BS" into the discussion. The plot of
hands!
the propagation trajectory was amodifiYou can see the article by grabbing
cation to the classic ballistic equation,
your back copy of the March 28 issue;
where gravity was replaced by the
or visit radioworld.com/topspin.
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Shortwave Awaits DRM in United States
DRM Proponents Eye 2008 Olympics, 26 MHz Band
by Jeff White
The author is vice chairman of the
U.S. DRM Group and president of the
National Association of Shortwave
Broadcasters.
ELKHART, Ind. U.S. shortwave
broadcasters anticipate the availability of
the first low-cost Digital Radio Mondiale
receiver by the end of the year, though no
DRM transmissions are originating yet in
the United States, despite FCC approval.
China may begin DRM transmissions
in time for the 2008 Olympics, spurring a
global receiver launch and shortwave
broadcasters from the U.S., and other
countries would like to use DRM on the
26 MHz band for low-powered local FMquality broadcasting.
These were the highlights of the U.S.
DRM Group meeting, which was held in
May in conjunction with the annual meeting of the National Association of
Shortwave Broadcasters.
Broadcasters, manufacturers and others interested in the progress of DRM in
North America gathered for their fourth
annual meeting, held at the HCJB Global
Technology Center in Elkhart, Ind.
About 60 persons attended the meeting, which included program producers,
station managers, network operators,

mitters are easy to convert to DRM modulation and which ones are more difficult.
Don Spragg, formerly of HCJB and
now working for Continental Electronics
— which, along with other U.S. manufacturers Nautel, BE and Harris, sells
DRM transmitters — explained that
shortwave broadcasters were really

Deutsche Telekom's T-Systems, which
attended the meeting in Elkhart. In the
Americas, there are DRM transmissions
from CBC Radio-Canada in Sackville,
New Brunswick; Telediffusion de France
in French Guiana, HCJB in Quito,
Ecuador; Radio Netherlands in Bonaire;
and Christian Vision from Chile.
All of these facilities except Bonaire
conducted special DRM transmissions
during the U.S. DRM meeting, and the

FEBC's Mike Adams, TDF's Michel Penneroux and Continental's Don Spragg
lead a discussion about DRM's future in North America.

monitoring station in Elkhart was able to
pick them all up with excellent reception.
The audio was FM mono quality.
There was also aspecial trans-Atlantic
DRM test during the meeting from
Vatican Radio. The Vatican organ music
and special conference ID's were heard
with excellent quality and a 21-27 dB
signal-to-noise ratio. Transmission power
levels ranged from four kilowatts from
Quito up to 250 kW from Vatican Radio.
Receiver timeline fluid
"DRM has much to offer," concluded
Spragg. "It's an exciting time. DRM has
an important place, especially if we're
going to see a revival of the shortwave
broadcasting spectrum."
The current problem with DRM is that
consumer-friendly receivers are not yet
available in North America. A few early
receivers are now on the market in
Europe for as little as 200 euros, or about
$270; but improved versions are still
being developed and have yet to hit the
store shelves.
For some time now, it has been possible to use certain shortwave receivers
connected to a personal computer with
special DRM software to listen to DRM
transmissions. However, the goal is to
have stand-alone receivers that can pick
up DRM signals without the need to connect them to PCs. Recently, a few of
these types of radios have been released
on the market in asmall scale in Europe,
even as modifications and improvements
continue to be made.
See DRM, page 6
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Don Spragg talks about the status of Digital Radio Mondiale.
marketing people, shortwave listeners
and consultants.
DRM sends text, graphics
"This is our big opportunity," said
Mike Adams, chairman of U.S. DRM's
International Broadcasters Committee,
"to get together each year and find out
what's going on with DRM in North
America." Adams is an engineer who
monitors new technologies for Far East
Broadcasting Company, aworldwide religious broadcasting network.
Herb Jacobson of HCJB began the
meeting with a detailed explanation of
the basics of DRM — its advantages to
broadcasters and how it works. He
explained which popular shortwave trans-

behind the origins of DRM because they
wanted a system to enable them to go
digital.
DRM officially was launched in 2003
and it has expanded to AM, longwave
and now FM use as well.
Spragg said that DRM technology
enables broadcasters to transmit in various grades of audio and can carry up to
four programs simultaneously in one
channel. DRM can be used to transmit
voice, music, text, graphics, slide shows
and multiple languages. There are currently 766 hours per day of DRM transmissions, according to the DRM
Consortium.
Most, but not all, of these transmissions are in Europe, including those from
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News watch

Streamers encouraged listeners to lobby
representatives to support legislation to
stay the increase.

Continued from page 2

and same radios" if the companies combine. Like NAB's anti-merger site, the pro
merger sites contain quotes from people
about the issue and alink to file comments
with the commission.
LPFM (AGAIN): LPFM proponents in
Congress are pushing to require the FCC
to drop third-adjacent channel restrictions
protecting full-power stations to allow
more LPFMs in larger markets.
Supporters believe "hundreds" more
LPFMs could be allowed. Principal sponsors of the legislation are Reps. Mike
Doyle, D-Pa., and Lee Terry, R-Neb., and
Sens. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash., and John
McCain, R-Ariz. Backers are citing the
FCC-funded 2003 Mitre study as proof
more LPFMs on the dial would not interfere with existing stations. NAB and RW
engineering consultants said the study
was flawed and under-funded.
MOUSE SPINS ABC TO CITADEL:
Disney completed the spin-off of ABC
Radio to Citadel Broadcasting and a
Citadel subsidiary closed on its acquisition of 22 stations and the ABC Radio
Network. Not part of the deal were ESPN
Radio or the Radio Disney network and
station businesses. Citadel, headed by
Farid Suleman as chairman/CEO, now
has 179 FM and 66 AM stations as well
as the ABC Radio Network business.
THE WHITE HOUSE said it would
renominate Deborah Tate as an FCC
commissioner. If confirmed by the
Senate, Tate's five-year term would
expire June 30, 2012. The Republican
previously served as chairman of the
Tennessee Regulatory Authority.
WITHERS GETS FIELD'S BATON:
W. Russell Withers, owner of Withers
Broadcasting, is the new NAB Radio
Board chair. He replaces David Field,
president/CEO of Entercom Communications. Steven Newberry, president of
Commonwealth Broadcasting, was tapped
as vice chair; Charles Warfield, president
of ICBC Broadcast Holdings, was elected
second vice chairman.
ONLINE BROADCASTERS went
silent for aday of protest in late June to
draw attention to music licensing fees,
which were slated to go up July 16.
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SHORTWAVE GROUP: Stephen
Lockwood ol Hatfield & Dawson
Consulting Engineers has set up e-mail list
servers on the SBE Chapter 16 server to
help shortwave transmitter users.
According to the National Association of
Shortwave Broadcasters, the servers are a
forum for suggestions for maintenance
and operation of Continental 418 and
Harris SW 100 transmitters. For questions
e-mail lockwood@ hatdaw.com.
KELLY TOBER joined Ibiquity Digital
as broadcast marketing manager. Tober,
to be based in Columbia, Md., will work
with HD Radio broadcasters supporting
local market programs, on-air presence,
Web promotions and trade shows. Tober
was promotions director at Clear
Channel's WBIG(FM) in Washington.
She replaces Rene Jamerson, who moved
to NAB.

DRM
Continued from page 5

Michel Penneroux, chairman of the
DRM Consortium's Commercial Committee, said, "The problem is in this kind
of situation, the timelines of the various
players are different from one to the other. The broadcasters have one timeline.
The transmitter industry has another. The
receiver industry has [yet another]. So
you wait until the retailers say 'We want
this because the customers are interested
in this."
So far retailers like RadioShack have
not yet shown much interest in selling
DRM receivers. "The numbers [ they
need] are very big," said Penneroux,
"with 2.5 billion receivers to renew
worldwide. Manufacturers are very secretive about what they want to do, what are
their plans, when they're going to launch.
This is the reality."
Some participants at the meeting said
that there may also be arole for DRM in
AM broadcasting in the United States,
given the controversy over problems with
IBOC at night. They speculated that combined DRM/HD Radio receivers might be
on the horizon.
"We are building adigital radio world
for the next 20 years," said Penneroux.
"We are expecting by around the end of

BBG: James Glassman was sworn in as
fourth chairman of the Broadcasting Board
of Governors, replacing the controversial
Kenneth Tomlinson.
FEDERAL SHIELD: RTNDA is among
those urging House lawmakers to support
federal shield legislation. Also supporting
the "Free Flow of Information Act" are
NAB and the Newspaper Association of
America as well as several dozen other
media and journalism organizations. RTNDA said the legislation provides journalists
with aqualified privilege, requiring them
to testify to prevent "imminent and actual
harm" to national security or "imminent
death or significant bodily harm" to individuals. Thirty-two states and the District
of Columbia have shield laws, while 17
other states have recognized reporters'
privilege as aresult of judicial decisions.
NEURAL AUDIO named recipients of
its "Broadcast Brain" Award. It called the
three "pioneers of the surround sound
industry." Recipients were Fred Aldous,
this year the first low-cost DRM receiver
with an ST chipset. The receiver will be
made in China, will cost less than 50 U.S.
dollars, and will have a high- quality
front-end."
2008 Olympics
In fact, China may be where the big
global DRM boom begins.
The Chinese appear to be moving
toward domestic DRM transmissions in
time for the 2008 Olympics, which would

Sr., Fox Sports audio mixer; James
Paluzzi, Colorado Public Radio vice president for new media and technology; and
THX Ltd.'s Rick Dean, vice president of
technology development. Neural said it
recognized the three for "leadership and
professionalism in delivering the best surround sound to the consumer in their
respective fields."
JERRY LEE, owner of WBEB(FM) in
Philadelphia, will receive the NAB
National Radio Award during the Radio
Luncheon at the NAB Radio Show in
Charlotte, N.C. Lee was head of the
Research Committee for the Radio
Advertising Effectiveness Lab. He also is
the founder of the Broadcast Industry
Council to Improve American Productivity
and received two Private Sector Initiative
Awards from President Reagan and the
first President Bush.
"Jerry is proof-positive that stand-alone
operators can still succeed in radio, even in
the largest markets," said NAB President/CEO David Rehr.
ulatory hurdles, since the 26 MHz band is
allocated to long-distance international
broadcasting. But the High Frequency
Coordinating Conference, where most
shortwave frequency planning is done
worldwide, recently proposed adivision of
the band, with one portion to be used for
international broadcasting and the other
part for local DRM broadcasts.
So far no shortwave stations have
begun DRM broadcasts from U.S. soil,
however the FCC has approved it and

DRM has an important place, especially if we're
going to see a revival of shortwave broadcasting.
— Don Spragg
mean big production of DRM receivers
that would be available to the internal and
worldwide markets at low cost.
Several U.S.-based and European
shortwave broadcasters plan to begin
DRM transmissions to China in time for
the Olympics.
There is also agreat deal of interest in
the United States and other countries in
using DRM on the 26 MHz band for lowpowered local FM-quality broadcasting.
Participants in the meeting in Elkhart
acknowledged that this would involve reg-

many stations are watching the development of DRM and the receiver market.
No one wants to lose their current analog audience, but the concept of transmitting on shortwave with an FM-quality
signal and reducing their electrical bills
to a fraction of their current levels has
most U.S. international broadcasters
keeping aclose eye on DRM.
Jeff White is general manager of
WRMI - Radio Miami International in
addition to his roles with the U.S. DRM
Group and NASB..

When qou re in the market for equipment,
Bradleq Broadcast and Pro Audio offers
qou the friendlq, personal service of asmall
companq, backed bq the experience gained
through decades in the business,

professionals at Bradleq welcome the
opportunitq to be of service to qou.
www. bradlelbroadcast. corn

Mark Ericson and the WOKQ morning team, along with
Steve Vanni from Technet, recently used ACCESS to deliver a
three hour remote from the top of Mt. Washington. For mere
mortals, this would have been an impossible task. The height,
the weather, the distance — all conspired to prevent a successful
remote. But because they carried ACCESS, they became realworld super heroes.
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G
cellular, satellite, POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS
codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—
plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the
challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say
that ACCESS will perform in real time over most available
IP connections.

Boston, MA: Zakk Wylde Concert— Ozzie Osborne's
Guitarist Plays for WAAF at aListener's Workplace!
Lynn, MA: Toys for Tots— Remote on the Move
Boston, MA: Car Dealerships at Christmas. ACCESS Delivers.

•Cancun: Sunrise Over IP
•Brockton, MA: Minuteman Communications Always
Gets Their Man... urn... IMean, Their Remote

Want to learn more? Contact Comrex to get a FREE booklet
that explains ACCESS BRIC technology and how it differs from

•AlpenaTawas City, MI: Are You Tired of
STL-Over-the-Public-Internet Stories Yet?

traditional IP codecs. Become a real-world super hero!

•Dallas: The Ticket

Are YOU areal-world super hero? Log on to

comrex.com and let us know how you've used
ACCESS to save the day at an impossible remote!

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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tional Christian programming. LeSEA
also is the parent of several relief organizations, including Feed the Hungry; and
it owns and operates seven non-commercial broadcast television stations in the
United States.
World Harvest Radio International
broadcasts WHRI, KWHR and WHRA to
the world via shortwave from three transmitter sites in the United States. LeSEA's
shortwave programming is uplinked from
South Bend, Ind., via Galaxy 16,
Transponder 15 and then downlinked to
transmission facilities in Greenbush,
Maine; Cypress Creek, S.C.; and
Naalehu, Hawaii.
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World Harvest Radio Frequencies

In the Studio
Notable equipment used in the LeSEA
Broadcasting Studio:
Broadcast Electronics AudioVault
Automation System
Mackie 24-8 Mixer
ElectroVoice RE20 Microphones
Symetrix 528E Mic Processor
CRL BAP2000 Audio Processor
Adobe Audition Recording Software
Marantz PMD340 CD Players
EV Sentry 100A Monitors
Tascam 112 mil Cassette Players
DH20 Gentner system
Crown D45 Amplifiers
Bont Building of Michigan Custom
Cabinets

WHRI - Angel 1

WHRI - Angel 2

WHRI - Angel 3

WHRI - Angel 4

A control room in South Bend, Ind
Increased reach
LeSEA has five so-called "Sky Angel"
shortwave broadcast stations. The signal
on Angel 1, which signed on in 1985, is
targeted to Central and South America
and the Caribbean. Angel 2 signed on in
1987 and broadcasts to Europe; Angel 3
covers China and Eastern Asia. In 1997,
LeSEA added Angels 4and 5, broadcasting to the South Pacific and Africa,
respectively.
The organization purchased the former
WSHB
from
Christian
Science
Publishing Society for $2million in 2004

to expand its global shortwave coverage.
The deal included two 250,000- watt
transmitters and a380-acre tract of land
Cypress Creek, S.C. The facility was considered by some observers to be one of
the most technically sophisticated, privately owned shortwave stations in the
country at the time.
Christian Science Publishing Society
officials have said the station cost
approximately $ 19 million to build and
sign on in 1989.
"Christian Science was aggressively
See LESEA, page 10

WHRI - Angel 5

UTC

Eastern

Frequency

03C0 - 0600 MoFr

11 p.m. - 2 a.m.

5.835 MHz

0300 - 0600 Sa, Su

11 p.m. - 2 a.m.

7.315 MHz

0600 - 1100

2a.m. - 7a.m.

7.335 MHz

1100 - 1200

7a.m. - 8 a.m.

6.095 MHz

1200 - 1400

8 a.m. - 10 a.m.

9.495 MHz

1300 - 1400 Sa, Su

9 a.m. - 10 a.m.

11.785 MHz

1400 - 1600

10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

11.785 MHz

1600 - 1900

12 p.m. - 3 p.m.

11.960 MHz

1900 - 2100

3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

17.650 MHz

2100 - 2300

5 p.m. - 7 p.m.

13.640 MHz

2300 - 0300

7p.m. - 11 p.m.

7.315 MHz

0100 - 0400

9 p.m. - 12 a.m.

7.490 MHz

04C0 - 0600

12 a.m. - 2 a.m.

7.355 MHz

0600 - 0800

2a.m. - 4 a.m.

7.3E5 MHz

0800 - 1100

4a.m. - 7 a.m.

7.315 MHz

1100 - 1300

7a.m. - 9 a.m.

9.660 MHz

1300 - 2000

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

9.840 MHz

2000 - 2200 Mo-Fr

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

13.670 MHz

2000 - 2200 Sa, Su

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

9.8.40 MHz

2200 - 0100 Mo-Sa

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

9.515 MHz

2200 - 0100 Su

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

7.490 MHz

0100 - 0500

9 p.m. - 1a.m.

17.655 MHz

0500 - 0800

1a.m. - 4 a.m.

13.650 MHz

0800 - 1200

4a.m. - 8 a.m.

9.930 MHz

1200 - 1400

8 a.m. - 10 a.m.

12.130 MHz

1400 - 1800

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

9.930 MHz

0500 - 1100

1a.m. - 7 a.m.

11.565 MHz

0100 - 0500

9 p.m. - 1a.m.

5.850 MHz

0500 - 0600

1a.m. - 2 a.m.

6.145 MHz

0600 - 0700

2a.m. - 3 a.m.

7.490 MHz

1200 - 1600

8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

17.650 MHz

1500 - 1600 Su

11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

15.355 MHz

1600 - 1700

12 p.m. - 1p.m.

17.640 MHz

1700 - 1900

1p.m. - 3 p.m.

15.705 MHz

1900 - 2000

3 p.m. - 4 p.m.

13.710 MHz

2000 - 2200 Mo-Fr

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

7.400 MHz

2000 - 2200 Sa,Su

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

itas5 MHz

2200 - 2300

6 p.m. - 7 p.m.

11.885 MHz

2300 - 0100

7p.m. - 9 p.m.

7.520 MHz

Copyright 2007 by LeSEA Broadcasting
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MT320C HPA and uplinked to Galaxy
16, Transponder 15 via a nine meter
Vertex Dish.
A Tanberg TT1222 Satellite Receiver
at the remote transmission facilities converts the audio back to a digital stream
and decodes it back into an analog signal.
From the receiver, the audio is sent to the
shortwave exciter/transmitters for
rebroadcast, Sumrall said.

Continued from page 8

looking to get rid of it, and we aggressively wanted it. It was just good timing for
us," said Angela Sumrall, public relations
coordinator for LeSEA. "Shortwave programming remains in demand overseas."
However, she acknowledges that shortwave's popularity has waned in this country and that many Americans, even its
broadcasters, are unfamiliar with developments in the shortwave band.
"It's just a form of technology that
most Americans do not use. They do not
realize just how important shortwave is
worldwide. In some remote areas it's the
only source of information," Sumrall said.
While the company is focused on
shortwave, it seeks to improve its reach
with better technical quality.
Sumrall said LeSEA is exploring its
digital options and discussing the possibility of aconversion to Digital Radio
Mondiale, atechnology for the broadcasting bands below 30 MHz.
"As the technology develops we will
look at it. From what we understand, the
move to digital for shortwave will actually be an easier transition than TV. So as
more advances are made with us, we will
explore upgrading the shortwave signals
to Digital Radio Mondiale," Sumrall said.
DRM is the hot topic in shortwave
right now, said Jeff White, president
of the National Association of Shortwave
Broadcasters, of which LeSEA is a
member.
"The development of the DRM technology has the potential to revitalize not
only shortwave, but AM transmissions as
well, by providing digital quality broadcasts," White said.
Purchased airtime
\,\ I
'RI, KWHR and WHRA broadcast
at various shortwave frequencies at specific times of the day to take advantage of
ionospheric propagation shifts.
The shortwave stations carry avariety
of religious programming, such as the
"Prophetic Watch" on Angel 1 and
"Walking in Power with Pastor Bern
Zumpano" on Angel 3. Religious ministries typically purchase airtime from
LeSEA. Programming is presented in
English and various foreign languages,
depending on the targeted region.
"LeSEA" refers to the Lester Sumrall
Evangelistic Association, established by
Dr. Lester Sumrall in 1957. LeSEA
Broadcasting's flagship station, WHME
(FM) Harvest 103.1, began broadcasting
in 1968. He later added terrestrial stations
WHPZ(FM) and WDOW(FM) in South
Bend, which now simulcast Christian
music. LeSEA also operates World
Harvest Television.
"My grandfather thought the easiest
way to reach alot of people would be via
radio and specifically shortwave, internationally," said Sumrall.
Dr. Sumrall, an evangelist by trade,
aggressively grew his radio and TV holdings until his death in 1996. Today the
organization is run by his son Pastor Pete
Sumrall and funded by donations and
programming fees. LeSEA's annual operating budget is more than $3million.
Three FM terrestrial stations serve the
South Bend area with a variety of
Christian music and teachings; Lester
Sumrall's teachings are still featured on
WHME. A total of 15 employees work in
shortwave and FM radio operations in

These towers in South Carolina are part of LeSEA's shortwave infrastructure.
South Bend.
The shortwave stations feature nondenominational Christian programming,
including Church of God, Pentecostal,
Baptist, Catholic and Methodist religions.
Much of the programming is pre-recorded, though some does originate from studios in South Bend.
LeSEA's remote shortwave transmission facilities feature high-power transmitters and antennas. Facilities are
manned 24/7, Sumrall said.
"It's a challenge to find the unique
staff that is needed to live in remote locations, sometimes alone for days, living
around 800 million watts of power,"
Sumrall said. "Our engineers and technicians typically live at the transmitter sites
for three or four day shifts."
LeSEA employs eight full-time technicians in Cypress Hill, four full-time techs
in Naalehu, Hawaii and astaff of four full-

time engineers in Maine. Larry Vehom is
the corporate director of engineering.
WHRI is based in Cypress Creek,
S.C., and features aBrown Boveri SK55
transmitter, which broadcasts at 250,000
watts. WHRA is in Greenbush, Maine
and transmits at 250,000 watts using a
Brown Boveri SK55. The transmission
site for KHRI is in Naalehu, Hawaii, and
broadcasts at 100,000 watts via a
Continental 419F and a Continental
SW 100B, respectively.
Shortwave program audio from master
control in South Bend is first sent to a
BAP-2000 analog audio processor for gain
and noise reduction. Sumrall said the
audio then goes to a Tanberg E5720
encoder where it is encoded into adigital
stream with several other audio and video
streams.
Sumrall explained the digital stream is
converted to an RF frequency via aMCL

U.S. reception
The South Carolina transmission site
uses aT.C.1.-611 Dipole Curtain antenna
and Thomcast Dipole Curtain antenna
with 30 million watts estimated radiated
power. Angel 3in Naalehu, Hawaii, uses a
T.C.I.-611 Dipole Curtain antenna with 12
million watts ERP. And Angel 5in Maine
uses aT.C.I-611 Dipole Curtain antenna
with 30 million watts ERP at 250 kW.
Sumrall said several of the shortwave
signals of the Sky Angels, while directional, can be received in the United States.
LeSEA also streams its programming via
the Internet; visit www.whri.com.
FCC regulations say shortwave broadcasts cannot be targeted at an audience
that is exclusively located in the continental United States. So in practice they must
target aforeign audience using directional
antennas, White of NASB said.
"However, almost all can be heard in
this country. The intent of the regulations
is that shortwave radio should not be used
for domestic broadcasting in the U.S.,"
White said.
The shortwave band runs from roughly
1.7 MHz to 30 MHz. Amateur radio operators, marine communications and other
services also use the shortwave spectrum.
According to the NASB, there are 25
privately owned shortwave stations
throughout the United States. Most are
owned by religious broadcasting organizations.
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Pubcasters Work on Digital Changes
by Leslie Stimson

may overload some amplifiers."
NPR Labs previously reviewed the
Boston Acoustics Recepter Radio HD;
Polk I- Sonic HD tabletop; Kenwood
KTC-HR1OOTR and JVC KD-HDR1.
The list was updated in late May; the
content is at www.nprlabs.org.

Public radio seeks to optimize the digital coverage area of its stations and is
working on ways to do that.
There's also progress on public radio's
move from areal-time satellite-delivered
program distribution system to a subscription-based system.
These are among current topics of
attention among public engineers and
were discussed at this spring's Public
Radio Engineering Conference, which is
now jointly presented by NPR Labs and
the Association of Public Radio
Engineers.
HD-R RECEIVER
REVIEWS REFRESHED
NPR Labs has refreshed its HD- R
receiver recommendations, expanding its
list of reviews from four to eight.
New are reviews of the RadioShack
Accurian tabletop, Radiosophy HD100
tabletop, Directed HD Car Connect
adapter and Sangean HDT-1 tuner.
The lab found the Accurian to have
"good" FM sensitivity, especially when
used with the supplied external "T" antenna, while use of the "single- wire" FM
antenna should generally be avoided. The
unit has good AM sensitivity when used
with the supplied external AM antenna.
Of the Radiosophy unit, NPR Labs

UPDATED COVERAGE
MAPS PLANNED

APRE members chose this
logo design for their year-old
organization from among six
submitted choices.
found it has "clear, slightly bright" sound
quality, though the backlight display can
be difficult to read.
The HD Car Connect adapter from
Directed Electronics has "excellent FM
sensitivity when installed" and "good"
AM sensitivity, according to the lab,
which said the unit must be carefully
grounded to avoid hearing distorted audio.
The Sangean HDT-1 tuner provides
"excellent audio quality delivered
through line- level stereo outputs." The
lab notes, "Early production units deliver
a relatively high audio output level that

NPR Labs still has alot of data to gather as it tests consumer HD Radio receivers
to determine how each station can eke out
the largest digital coverage area.
It plans to take up to 478 measurement
points on a single receiver, said John
Kean, senior technologist of NPR Labs
during the PREC. Taking such a high
number of coverage measurements for
each unit manually isn't practical, so the
lab is writing asoftware program to determine core information about each receiver,
he said.
Some NPR member stations will serve
as receiver test beds to verify testing information gleaned by the lab, which also is
developing amobile measurement antenna
for the tests.
The point of the testing is to determine
each station's analog and digital coverage
areas and look for ways stations can
enhance digital coverage, said Kean.
See PUBLIC, page 12
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"The first time out
with the Tie//ne was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
-Christian yang
Chief Engineer

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demos"

Clear Channel St. Louis

-Grady Jeffreys,
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications
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The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"
-Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis
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IBOC receiver sensitivity and co-, first-,
second- or third-adjacent digital channel
interference will be studied. The lab hopes
to generate digital coverage maps in
August for CPB, which is funding the
yearlong Digital Radio Coverage and
Interference Assessment study with a
grant of about $535,000.
The project involves IBOC receiver performance evaluation, interference analysis,
development of acoverage prediction
model and coverage mapping for all public radio stations. A report is due to CPB
by the end of the year.
The NTIA PTFP mapping project is
related to the receiver study; it marks the
regular update of public radio coverage.
The project involves mapping of current
analog coverage of approximately 860
FMs and 650 FM translators.
Public radio would have access to the
Web- based, interactive maps. Stations
could print maps of their own station coverage area.
This project is also due to be completed
by year-end; the Nationwide Service
Availability and Vulnerability Study is
funded by PTFP at $ 139,000 and matched
by NPR.

'DONT WAIT FOR HELP'
DURING DISASTERS
The bigger the emergency, the greater
the certainty that cell phones won't work
when needed — at least according to common wisdom among engineers.
While this adage may be true for voice,
it doesn't necessarily apply to text messaging. So said Karl Fontenot, chief engineer
of KRVS(FM), Lafayette, La., licensed by
The University of Louisiana at Lafayette in
aPREC panel about disaster preparedness.
Fontenot said cell phone text messaging
got through during Katrina while voice
channels were jammed. He advises stations to enable text features on employees'
cell phones and instruct them on how to
use those features.
He said that while his general manager
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NEWS
was out in a boat rescuing people,
Entercom officials called Fontenot and
asked if the GM could rescue their studio
employees. But the GM's cell phone did
not have text capability. " If it had, we
would have been able to reach him,"
Fontenot said.
Before adisaster, "Ask yourself where
you will go and broadcast from, when the
studio and tower are no longer
functioning."
Fontenot also advised organizing the station staff into teams so
that not everyone is at the set-up
site at the same time; as people
tire, relief teams will be required.
In adisaster, general services
will not be available. "Don't wait
for help. Try to secure your facilities and people."

need to do, vv hat the system is capable of
doing and what we should set aside and
not try to do now."
Of the switch to "ConDep," Hanley
said, "We didn't think it was going to be
this hard. It is."
The next steps, he said, were to publicize recommendations to the station system, solicit feedback and develop a
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UPDATED CONDEP
SOFTWARE TESTED
NPR Distribution is testing a
new software release intended to
fix defects and improve portal
performance of the ContentDepot program
distribution system.
In May, the network's Public Radio
Satellite System disseminated instructions
to member stations on how to locally tune
ContentDepot decoders for emergency
operations. It also said it was trying to
finalize a timetable to complete the
remaining fixes required before it can turn
off the legacy PRSS distribution system.
While no cutoff date has been identified, PRSS hopes dual operations of the
legacy and ContentDepot systems can be
ended within six months. Numerous target
dates have come and gone as system snafus appeared.
ContentDepot "task forces" of producers and station representatives have been
formed to fix some ongoing program production issues including program audio
levels; segment and episode lengths and
air windows; and live program cueing.
Discussing a station survey about
ContentDepot during the PREC, Scott
Hanley of WDUQ(FM), Pittsburgh, who
also chairs NPR's Distribution Committee,
said, "We learned a lot about what we

l's Leslie
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John Kean of NPR Labs
timetable and resources for priority items.
ContentDepot launched last November
after adelay of more than two years. The
purpose of the system is to streamline how
PRSS user stations and producers select,
send and automate programming — moving PRSS from areal-time to asubscription-based satellite distribution system.

PREC HONORS CREIGHTON,
CASSIDY, HETRICH
The 2007 PREC Engineering Award
winner was Donald Creighton, chosen by
his peers in public radio.
The senior vice president of technology
for Minnesota Public Radio and American
Public Media oversaw the recent upgrade
of MPR's broadcast and production center.
He supervised the technical design, vetted
the major equipment systems and implemented construction of the new 120,000square-foot, $43.5 million broadcast center in Saint Paul that includes more than
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Control Solutions
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Still, for my money the best parts are
the photos, some of the loveliest of radio
facilities you'll come across, from stations owned by Entercom, CBS, Clear
Channel, Cox and other radio licensees.
Need ideas for a really cool lobby
design? Want to see how "the pros" do it?
Start here.
Price: $ 49.95.
Focal Press.

Model RFC- 1/B Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/6

« Sine Sysfems

615.228.3500
www.sinesystems.com

"Investing
in
Radio Pocket Guide"
— BIA Financial
Network recently
expanded
its
"Investing In" series
to include aguide for
people who need
portable references
to the top 100 markets and, separately,
the 101+ markets.
This booklet is
nothing but data,
lots of it, presented

30 radio spaces.
Creighton, who accepted his award at
the PREC Engineering dinner, said he
finds new projects alot of fun. Creighton
has implemented HD Radio throughout
Minnesota for MPR and at California's
KPCC(FM), Pasadena.
WAMU's Richard Cassidy received the
APRE 2007 award for Meritorious
Achievement. Cassidy started broadcasting as a teenager in Los Angeles. At
Loyola Marymount University in that
same city, he became manager, chief engineer and program director of KXLU, then
joined Metromedia in 1966 as chief for
stations in San Francisco and Washington.
In 1971, Cassidy joined the newlyformed NPR as chief engineer and later
became vice president for engineering. He
ran his own broadcast engineering consulting firm for adecade, then joined WAMU
in 1997 as director of IT and new media.
Another of NPR's early employees was
honored: the late Wayne Hetrich. Known
at NPR as "Mr. Wizard," Hetrich died at
79 in March. He was one of the original
30 employees of NPR Inc. in 1971.
Hetrich used to walk around NPR performing magic tricks, earning him the
nickname. He also received several
patents, including one for the Netcue system that allows local stations to record
network programming.
Hetrich helped create the Public Radio
Satellite System. In the early 1980s when
NPR almost went out of business during
afinancial crisis, the leases garnered by
the PRSS allowed NPR to secure the loan
that kept it on the air, according to the
broadcaster.
The APRE is creating the " Wayne
Hetrich Public Radio Engineering Oral
History Project." Organizer Roger
Karwoski, assistant general manager and
chief engineer of KBIA(FM), Columbia,
Mo., said the archive is to be acollection
of audio stories about the history of public radio engineering and the people who
have contributed to it.
He urges engineers to record their stories about Wayne Hetrich and write to
him for delivery instructions at: karwoskir@missouri.edu.

Investing

in charts for each market. It lets you
examine total market, revenue and individual station revenue share; research
individual markets and see snapshots of
stations in each market; and review capsules of radio stations, their format,
owner and revenue figures.
The pocket guides are intended as
complements to BlAfn's " Investing in
Radio Market Reports." They will be useful for those who work in radio finance,
acquisitions, business analysis and so
forth — the type of person who might
need to know the rank, format and station revenue of a
station in Phoenix while on
travel or offsite work.
Price: "Top 100 Markets"
and " 101+ Markets" $ 225
In
each or $ 375 for both.
Order from BIA Financial
Network.

1-<:adin
POCKET GUIDE
Top 100 Markets

•Market Revenues
•Station Revenues
•Station Formats. Owners

I've got a lot more titles
to tell you about so I'll
save them for an upcoming
column.
Got agood book to recommend to fellow readers?
E-mail me at pmclane@
imaspub.com.
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Simple Ways to Keep Pests Out
by John Bisset
Station acquisitions can tax the most
seasoned engineer.
Either you're given abuilding and told
to work with it, or your predecessor(s)
did it differently. In either case, you may
need to think creatively for solutions.
Faced with the need to build new studios in abuilding where box- like studio
rooms existed but were not well isolated,
Dirk Nadon and his engineering team at
the Nassau, N.H., cluster came up with
some innovations.
Inspection of the row of box- like
rooms disclosed little in the way of isolation. They discussed adding insulating
wall foam sheets and flooring; but the
biggest concern was that of bass coupling
between the studios once speakers were
cranked up.
With that problem in mind, Dirk and
the team canvassed various hardware
stores. Their goal was to find a set of
springs that would support the studio
speakers and serve to isolate their vibration from the deck above each studio.
The springs had to be heavy enough to
handle the weight of the speaker and not
lose all tension when the speaker was
hung from it. Fig. I shows the spring
assembly up close. An eyebolt is
screwed into the deck. A reusable locking chain link connects the spring to the
eyebolt.
A small link chain runs down through
ahole in the ceiling tile, and mounts to
the speaker with another reusable locking
chain link and eyebolt.
Dirk showed me another helpful tip:
labeling the rear of your equipment racks.
No big deal, you say? In afacility with
multiple stations and a multitude of
equipment racks all in arow, having the

rear of the rack labeled helps when troubleshooting an emergency.
To simplify the group's operation, Dirk
has aseparate rack for each station. Most
of these racks house the identical
equipment. Without the labels, it
would be easy to find yourself
looking at the same equipment, but in the wrong rack.
The labels make it quick and
easy to identify — and the
identifying labels are based
on frequency, not the ever
changing call sign, as seen
in Fig. 2.
By the way, the rack
shown is a 32- inch- deep
model made by Middle
Atlantic, part WRK-44-32.
With the increased requirement for additional depth for some
equipment, planning for adeeper rack
will avoid headaches later.
Reach Dirk Nadon at dnadon@
nassaubroadcasting.com.
* * *

Fig. I: You can isolate astudio speaker using springs.

Fig. 2: Identify racks with the frequency which,
unlike call letters, is less likely to change.

George Levites wrote to object to the
use of steel wool to seal cable entry
points in atransmitter.
His worry is that small strands or
pieces of this stuff can be blown around
the transmitter enclosure via the rig's
cooling fans or blowers.
George added a case in point: At a
transmitter site where he worked years
ago, it was the company's practice to
have acommercial cleaning crew come in
one night a month, after sign- off, to
clean and wax the composition tile floors.
For afew days after each cleaning, the
staff noticed frequent HV trips. They
examined the transmitter and found
numerous mini dust bunnies that were
largely composed of steel wool strands.
This debris came from the steel wool
pads the cleaners used on their floor polSee TAPE IT UP, page 15
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Country Stations
Broadcast From
Westwood Remote
Westwood One staff managed amultistation remote broadcast from the MGM
Grand Casino in Las Vegas in May.
Twenty-seven stations participated in
the event, held just before the Academy
of Country Music Awards. Shown,
Kimberly Roads and Phillip Sweet of
Little Big Town talk with Clear Channel
station WUSY(FM) in Chattanooga. The
band was named Top New Vocal Group.
According to Westwood One Senior
Vice President of Engineering and
Technology Conrad Trautmann, technical
management was handled by Mitch
Glider, director of engineering in New
York, who laid out the space in advance

using CAD software and
handled equipment and
shipping.
On-site staff included
an IT person and three
broadcast
engineers
working .with
Vice
President of Production
Gary Williams. "Gary is
point for the stations and
does all of the station
advancing, arranging
numbers for ISDNs and
acts as tech liaison,"
Trautmann said. Telecom
was handled from the
main office by VP of Telecom Richard
Owen.
The network sponsors similar events
around the Grammy Awards, NCAA
Final Four, BET Awards and MTV Video

Music Awards.
"We bring our own kits, which are
Shure M367 mixers, Behringer mics, a
Symetrix headphone amp and Sony headphones," Trautmann told RW. "Cables are
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color-coded so everyone knows who's
using which mic. We also provide the
adapter cables for PCs, Short/cuts or
Instant Replays if stations want to use
them. And WiFi to aDSL — hence the
IT guy — is amust at these events."
Westwood rents additional Telos
Zephyr Xstreams or Zephyrs from Steve
Kirsch of Silver Lake Audio.
"Problems are almost always telecomrelated — ISDNs not working, etc.,"
Trautmann said. "This time the DSL went
out and we needed to rent one from the
hotel. Our guys have this down to ascience as far as our end of the event goes.
The hotel provides the tables and power
and usually runs the telco out for us as
well."
Tell RW about your engineering department's technical project. Send photos and
details to radioworld@imaspub.com..

Total Radio. Guaranteed.

Tape It Up
Continued from page 14

ishing machines. The large exhaust fan
that was used to cool the transmitter literally was drawing this material into the
transmitter.
George suggests you use expanding
foam-in-a-can and RTV sealants instead.
Also, household scrubbing pads woven
out of stainless steel would work well;
they are coarser than regular steel wool
and are not brittle. Good points!
George Levites can be reached at
Levitesl@verizon.net.

MINIMUM
EFFICIENCY

* * *
Gary Sharpe worked as an engineer in
broadcasting for some 33 years, most of
the time as chief engineer of one or more
radio stations. Gary reads Workbench regularly and writes, "Franldy, it is the first
thing I turn to after reading Paul
McLane's editorial. If you were closer to
the front of the magazine than he is, I'd
be reading your column first."
Gary appreciated the May 23 item
about finding odd critters inside one's
transmitter and about sealing up all the
openings in the rig.
He suggests taking this astep further:
Seal up all the holes, the spaces between
front-panel plates, the edges around the
doors and such. You will gain further
benefit.
For example, you can seal the door
edges with duct tape. Just pull it off when
you need to open up the door and replace
the tape when the door is closed for the
last time that maintenance session.
Not only will you prevent insects and
other tiny critters from getting into your
transmitter, but all of the air passing
through the transmitter now must go
through the air filter and not bypass it.
Sealing rigs this way makes for a much
cleaner transmitter interior for a much
longer time.
Reach Gary Sharpe at gdsharpe@
attnet.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for 38
years. He is northeast regional sales
manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386 or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can
be sent to (603) 472-4944. Submissions
for this column are encouraged, and
qualify for SBE recertification credit.
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All Roads Lead To HD Radio
BE Puts You AND The CFO In The Driver's Seat!
BE's FMi TSeries tube transmitters, with FM+ HD Radio power
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Proprietary ESP error correction yields unmatched i;pectral
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High performance. Fuel efficient. Let BE technologif put you
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Loy Barton, aForgotten Radio Pioneer
by James E. O'Neal
For several years now, I've done astraw
poll in the radio hall at the NAB convention, stopping passersby and asking them
if they had ever heard of Loy Edgar
Barton. I've made it apoint to ask the silvery- or white-haired crowd, not kids who
appeared to be fresh out of school.
To date, no one has been able to offer a
clue to Barton's identity and his place in
the history of radio.
To save alittle time, I'm going to go
ahead and give away his secret. He was
the individual who set forth the principle
of high-level Class B plate modulation.
This was in the early 1930s. From then
on, virtually all of the medium- to lowpower AM transmitters (and even some of
the high-powered rigs) used anywhere in
the world were Class B plate-modulated.
Barton's modulation scheme set the
standard for nearly five decades of AM
radio, until solid-state transmitters and
some radically new modulation techniques
began to dethrone it in the late 1970s.
Most all of us associate Armstrong with
FM; Colpitts and Hartley with oscillators;
de Forest with the vacuum tube; Yagi and
Beverage with their antennas; and, if
you're really into this sort of thing, perhaps Black with negative feedback.
Barton's name draws no such recognition and he's mentioned in few radio engineering books.
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F.E. Terman's 1937 "Radio Engineering" does cite Barton in asection on Class
B amplification, but he's nowhere to be
found in the chapter on modulation. Even
Andrew Inglis in his otherwise excellent
1990 broadcasting history book, "Behind
the Tube," slights Barton and his accomplishment. Inglis presents Barton's modulator circuit while describing the work of
another inventor. In fact, Barton really
doesn't appear to be associated with the
science of radio at all.
How is it that Barton and an accomplishment as important as Class B plate
modulation could be completely overlooked and forgotten?
Barton's story properly begins in what
is recognized today as the very infancy of
broadcasting, that period in the early
1920s when the public at large was introduced to radio.
Fessenden
More than 15 years earlier, Reginald A.
Fessenden developed the world's first AM
transmitter. He did it very simply and
with the materials available to him, by
connecting acarbon microphone in series
with the transmitter's antenna circuit.
Sound waves caused the resistance of
the microphone element to vary and the
varying resistance produced achange in
antenna current: AM!
However, there were some real drawbacks to this technique. First, as there
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EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR AM TRANSMI

Loy E. Barton and one of his giant
sunflowers. Courtesy Sarnoff Library
was no amplification, it was not very efficient; i.e., there was not that much
change in antenna current with reasonable audio levels. About the best depth of
modulation that could be achieved was
perhaps 5to 10 percent.
Second, as the microphone was passing all of the antenna current, it got quite
hot. Fessenden solved this problem to
some degree by using platinum-iridium
electrodes and water cooling.
Raymond Heising
It took several more years and aBell
scientist named Raymond Heising to
develop a much improved modulation
scheme.
Heising, or constant-current modulation
as it is sometimes known, can best be
explained by referring to Fig. 1, which is
adapted directly from Barton's master's
thesis document.
The plate of the modulator tube is tied
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mal with the modulator plate current
requirements dropping off. Again the
change in current is resisted by the inductor and this turn lets the RF amplifier plate
potential rise, increasing antenna current.
Heising's circuit' became the basis for
most all early broadcast transmitters, with
Western Electric either manufacturing
them or licensing the technology to other
vendors.
Enter Loy Barton.
Cinderella
Barton was an Arkansas native who
entered engineering school in 1917 in a
Land-Grant school located in his home
town. This was the University of Arkansas
in Fayetteville. After receiving his bachelor's degree, Barton worked for awhile as
an instructor in mechanical engineering at
the school.
He was keenly interested in electricity
and radio and went on to pursue advanced
studies in this field. By 1924, he was
ready to take on a "hands-on" practical
engineering project that was part of the
college's graduation requirement.
A "Cinderella" project was offered by
the faculty and Barton was quick to
accept.
A few years earlier, the school had
contracted with a commercial firm to

How is it that
Barton and an
accomplishment as
important as Class B
plate modulation
could be completely
overlooked and
forgotten?
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Heising modulation (adapted from Barton's 1925 thesis drawing).
to the plate of the RF amplifier (actually a
power oscillator, as was state of the art at
the time) with acommon iron core choke
supplying DC potential to both. As audio
input level to the modulator tube rises, the
tube tries to draw more plate current, but
the inductor tends to resist this change and
the plate voltage drops. (The inductor is
trying to maintain aconstant current flow.)
As the common plate voltage drops, the
RF amplifier gets less of its share and
antenna current is reduced. As the audio
level drops, things start to get back to nor-

build acampus radio station. What was
delivered was a rather crude 100 watt
transmitter that proved far from satisfactory. The engineering faculty felt that the
best solution was a new 500 watt transmitter constructed "in house" and under
their auspices. Barton and another student were given abudget and the task of
designing and building everything from
the microphone pre- amplifier to the
antenna.
A copy of Barton's thesis details the
See BARTON, page 17
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Barton
Continued from page 16

of power supplies, antenna and
counterpoise, audio amplifiers, oscillator,
and of course, the modulator. Barton was
more intrigued with the modulator circuitry than with anything else and begins his
thesis with a thorough analysis of the
state-of-the art Heising modulator.
He concludes several things. First, as
the iron core inductor sourcing plate voltage to both the modulator tube and RF
amplifier (power oscillator) will never
allow the RF amplifier plate voltage to
drop to zero, or on the other swing, double
plate voltage, 100 percent modulation of
the carrier is impossible.
areas
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returned to Arkansas, where he hired on
back at his alma mater as an assistant
electrical engineering professor.
The modulation improvement idea
developed during his thesis work kept
haunting him and before long he was
able to get funding for construction of a
special transformer needed to test his
idea (the world's first plate- modulation
transformer). The 600-pound transformer
arrived and KUOA's transmitter was
reworked with it. As predicted the (now)
1kW rig's depth of modulation and operating efficiency were greatly enhanced.
Barton, by then an associate professor
of electrical engineering, published his
findings in an obscure little journal, the
University of Arkansas Bulletin, atome
more at home with papers on such topics
as "Origin and Performance of Principal
Cotton Varieties in Arkansas" or

"Problems Relating to the Fabrication of
Building Boards."
Barton's modulation paper appeared in
the edition dated May, 1930 — Bulletin
No. 8, under the unassuming title "A
Plate Modulation Transformer for Radio
Stations."
One has to question why Barton and
the university would allow something
this revolutionary to go virtually unnoticed. Perhaps it was that the Great
Depression had arrived in full form and
there wasn't money available for attorneys and apatent filing. Perhaps no one
in the school really understood the significance of what Barton had done and that
there was some real money to be made
with the invention. Perhaps Barton was
modest and didn't think that what he'd
done was really that big adeal.
Nearly 80 years have passed since that
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first transmitter went on the air with
Class B plate modulation and none are
left who might have been able to shed
some light.
Off to Camden
Somehow the troops in Camden got
word of Barton's modulator. Shortly
thereafter he left Fayetteville and academia for South Jersey and the Radio
Corporation of America.
Barton's modulator circuit and modulation methodology were offered up to
the patent office in January 1932 and he
eventually received U.S. patent number
2,063,290 under the rather deceptive
name "Radio Signaling System."
It's a given that the patent was
assigned to RCA.
It was typical in those days for compaSee BARTON, page 18
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The 11-foot modulation transformers
used in the WLW 500,000 W
plate-modulated transmitter. Image
courtesy Charles Stinger, AWA.

"Logitek makes audio distribution abreeze."
I/

Genius
Barton has astroke of genius as he analyzes the Heising circuit and states in his
thesis:
"Therefore, it is impossible to get 100
percent modulation, or apparently approximat (sic) to it, unless there is considerable
power in the modulators. The above discussion has suggested to the writer the use
of atransformer instead of the choke XLI
with the modulator plate circuit through
the primary and the oscillator plate
through the secondary."
That is, if the choke were to be replaced
by a suitable transformer with the input
side forming the audio amplifier plate load
and the secondary providing plate voltage
to the RF amplifier, transmitter modulation might be considerably bettered.
However, Barton continues, " The
writer will not have the time to test or try
the idea for this paper."
The new school station (KUOA) ultimately was a success, with reception
reports coming from all over the United
States and the Caribbean. Barton received
his degree and departed for Schenectady
and ajob at General Electric.
After a couple of years battling the
upstate New York climate and the corporate structure of GE, Barton decided that
the job was not his true calling and

WFLS needed alot of flexibility in
audio routing and mixing, and we

Second, the circuit is grossly inefficient,
as the audio amplifier is single-ended and
has to be operated in Class A mode. To
compound the problem, this Class A audio
amplifier has to develop as least as much
power as the RF amplifier that it modulates! (This was carried to the extreme with
Western Electric's early Heising-modulated 50 kW transmitters — AC input power
was in the neighborhood of 250 kW!)

wanted it at areasonable price.
Logitek was our answer. With the
Audio Engine router and some
easy-to-use control heads, it's
simple to access audio in six
studios for the four radio stations
at our site. We can move audio
everywhere and it's so much easier
than what we were doing before.
"Our Logitek installation included
aMosaic digital console in the
WFLS studio. It was amazingly
simple to install and all of our
jocks loved it right away.
"Logitek's customer support is
impeccable—it's the best
customer support we have had
from any company, bar none."
Chris Wilk
Engineer, WFLS
Fredericksburg, Virginia

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081
info@logitekaudio.com
0 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

1.800.231.5870
713.664.4470
www.logitekaudio.com
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Barton
Continued from page 17

such as RCA and Western Electric to
reward employees for patent assignments
with tokens such as $50 savings bonds.
Of course, working for such acompany as RCA offered perks that were not
monetary. A very big project was brewing there in the early 1930s.
Not content with amere 50,000 watts at
Cincinnati's WLW, owner Powell Crosley
Jr. placed an order with RCA for aonehalf megawatt machine. Class B high-level plate modulation would be used in its
construction and ownership of Barton's
patent would come in quite handy. One
must speculate that it must have been very
satisfying for Barton to witness such a
scaling up of the modulator he built for the
1kW rig back in Fayetteville. This time it
was a400,000 W push-pull Class B audio
amplifier, built around eight of the awesome UV-862 100 kW water-cooled tubes
and two 11-foot tall, 50-ton modulation
transformers.
Barton published several articles in the
RCA house publication, Broadcast News.
In his first article on modulation in June,
1935, the editor added anote to Barton's
article with the information, "It is significant that Loy E. Barton is the originator
of Class B Modulation, having started his
development of this system while he was
instructor in the University of Arkansas.
He has contributed greatly to the present
Class B Modulation system employed by
RCA, and is considered the outstanding
authority on the subject of Class B and
other types of Modulation. — Ed."
nies

Radio-powered car
Once the giant WLW ransmitter was
up and running and had settled into some
degree of reliability, there was time for a
little idle thought and daydreaming.
For Barton, this was in the form of a
memo dated March 1, 1934 and
addressed to his supervisor, I.R. Baker. In
what even 70 years later reads like science fiction, Barton lays out plans for a

High-level Class B plate-modulation circuit (adapted from Barton's
article in the 1930 University of Arkansas Bulletin).
radio-powered car.
"Some time ago Isuggested to you and
Mr. L. E Jones the possibility of picking
up enough energy from the WLW antenna
to operate acar along the highway near
the new WLW transmitter. Ihave checked
with Dr. (George) Brown, of the Research
Division, as to the probably (sic) energy
pickup at distances of up to about onefourth mile from the antenna ... The
results of the preliminary consideration of
the problem indicate that about 200 watts
may be picked up on aloop at distances
up to one-fourth mile and that circuit
arrangements can be devised to supply
power to a1/8 horsepower motor."
Barton went on to speculate that it
might be possible to construct avehicle
from astripped Austin chassis capable of
carrying one person at three to five mph
on level pavement. He admitted that such
avehicle would serve no useful purpose
other than for publicity, concluding, "The
cost of construction and demonstration of
such acar will, Ibelieve, be quite small
as compared to the publicity derived ..."
As there's no record of such acar having been built, Barton's argument probably didn't win over any of the top brass at
RCA. There would also be the matter of
asuitable rectifier, as silicon diodes were
several decades in the future.

Barton's career did stretch into that solid-state future, and by the 1950s he was
designing transistor radios and other semiconductor circuitry with the best of them.
Barton continued his career track at
RCA and along the way produced afew
more patents; his name appears on atotal
of 83.
His interest in modulation and Class B
operation never waned and he published
articles on these subjects in RCA's
Broadcast News, Proceedings of the IRE
and the amateur radio publication QST,
among others.
Color burst
In the early 1950s, Barton was amember of the group that worked round the
clock to develop compatible color television. He was part of the group assigned
the task of keeping areceiver's local subcarrier oscillator locked to the color transmission source. Ultimately, Barton shared
the patent for the principle of the color
synchronizing burst with Peter Werenfels.
Barton still had roots in Arkansas and
occasionally returned to his home town to
visit relatives. He also felt strong ties to
his school and never missed an opportunity to stop in and visit former associates
and to guest-lecture engineering classes.
Jim Haynes, an engineering student at
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the University of Arkansas in the 1950s,
recalls Barton appearing on campus several times.
"He popped in one day and lectured to
us about this new solid-state device he
referred to as the 'thyristor, — Haynes said.
"It was so new that few of us had heard
about it. Ihad read something about asilicon- controlled rectifier though, and I
finally put the two together."
Haynes recalls locating and moving
the special modulation transformer that
Barton had designed in 1928.
"Around 1957, one of the professors
recognized it in a storage closet and we
all thought it could be put to good use in
the school's ham station, K5YM," said
Haynes. "It was extremely heavy and I
don't think that we could have gotten it
up to the third- floor shack without the
freight elevator."
The planned modulator was never constructed and the ham shack and transformer continued to move around the
campus until the latter finally disappeared, possibly falling victim to ascrap
yard or local landfill.
Barton retired from RCA in the mid1960s after some 35 years with the company. (Patent records indicate that in the
late 1930s he defected for acouple of
years, going across the Delaware River to
work for rival Philco.) His career
spanned the startup of the earliest broadcast stations all the way to the invention
of the chip.
RCA continued to sell Class B platemodulated transmitters into the last
decade of that company's existence.
See BARTON, page 20

More Info
The author used the following
sources for this article, which may be
of interest to those who wish to learn
more about the topic.
U.S. patent no. 2,594,380
Baker, I.R., "A Visit to the New
WLW"; ( RCA) Broadcast News, Feb.,
1934.
Barton, Loy Edgar, "The Design,
Construction, and Operation of the 500Watt Broadcasting Station of the
University of Arkansas"; thesis submitted
May 13, 1925
Barton, Loy E., "High-Power Audio
from Relatively Small Tubes"; Proc. of the
IRE, July, 1931
Barton, Loy E., "Application of Class
B Audio Amplifier to A- C Operated
Receivers"; Proc. of the IRE, July, 1932
Barton, Loy E., " Class B Audio
Amplifier as Modulator For Broadcasting
Stations"; Radio Engineering, July, 1933
Barton, Loy E., "Modulation System
For Transmitters"; ( RCA) Broadcast
News, June, 1935
Barton, Loy E., " Some Further
Thoughts on Modulation"; ( RCA)
Broadcast News, Dec., 1935
Barton, Loy E., "Recent Developments
of Class B Audio and Radio Frequency
Amplifiers"; Proc. IRE, July, 1936.
Brown, George, "And Part of Which I
Was," Princeton, J.J.; Angus Cupar
Publishers, 1979.
Poindexter, Ray, "Arkansas Airwaves,"
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FOR SOUND

Heyyyy, More Power to Ya!
by Steve Lampen
I've been writing this column for years
and years, but there's one kind of cable I
have never talked about, one kind you
use every day. I'd bet you touch these
cable as much, or even more, than audio
cables. What kind of cable is that? Power
cords!
Iam not going to talk about those
super- high-end power cords, the ones
with timed-delivery, multilayered, silverplated oxygen-free conductors, jacketed
with Unobtanium, made by virgins during a full moon. We're told that those
power cords make such adramatic difference with your audio quality.
Of course, Iwon't mention that 99.99
percent of the cable before that power
cord, the stuff between your wall and the
power plant, is simple solid copper wire.
No, no, that last three feet makes such a
difference!
Ialso won't mention that the foil or
braid shield in apower cord has virtually
no effect at 60 Hz, or any harmonic up to
1,000 Hz. Ialso won't mention that the
alternating current delivered to the device
is usually converted to DC by a power
supply, so whatever difference there was
is converted away. On the other hand, if
you paid $800 for apower cord, it'd bet-

Add Ambient Temperature to
Gauge
10°C

35°C

18

5 amps

8 amps

16

6.5 amps

10.2 amps

14

8 amps

17 amps

12

10.2 amps

22 amps

10

17 amps

29 amps

ter sound different.
Iwould think that different power supplies would have more of an effect than
different power cords.
So are there good and bad power
cords? Sure there are. And there are lots
of real reasons to choose between cords.
IEC-320
Your first choice is to buy apre-made
power cord or make your own.
In Europe, it is now illegal to make
your own power cord. Iguess too many
people electrocuted themselves with the
240 volts over there. In Europe you can
now only buy pre-made cables. And premade molded-end power cords are the

most common on this side of the world as
well, not the least because they come
"free" with the gear you buy.
On most equipment made now, the
power input is one worldwide standard
connector called an IEC-320. It's got
three flat pins in a "rectangular" jack.

The limit on a power cord is the melting point
of the plastic around the conductors.
Unfortunately, for the do-it-yourselfer,
this is a hard connector to install. The
other end, the standard three-pin power
plug, is much easier to install.
Of course, you know that larger gauge
will handle higher current. So how big do
you need? 18 AWG? 16 AWG? 14? 12?
10? Bigger? The accompanying table
shows you the current these different
gauge size can carry.
So what is the limit on current? It's not
the conductor. Copper won't melt until
1,085 degrees C. As Ohm's Law and
Watt's Law say, P = I
2R. If you have a
given amount of current ( I), then more
resistance (R) means more of this electrical energy will be converted to heat (P).
Smaller wires have more resistance than
bigger wires. So the limit on a power
cord is the melting point of the plastic
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er cord. Of course, just putting in abigger wire would also handle more current.
One word of caution to the do-it-yourselfer. There's an obvious liability with
power cords that is way more lethal that
regular audio and video wiring. Many
"companies" (guys in their garages) who
make those Unobtainium made-by-hand
cords may have overlooked this. There
are safety standards for power cords. And
there are independent test labs such as
UL ( Underwriter's Labs) that do thirdparty testing to verify safety.
Many of those "custom" guys ignore
all this. You be the judge on the wisdom
of this approach.
Steve Lampen 's book " The AudioVideo Cable Installer's Pocket Guide" is
published by McGraw-Hill. Reach him at
shlampen@aol.com.

"When Istarted college the one thing
that helped me the most was that Iwas
not afraid of work and had plenty of
courage. In fact, the principal reason for
Continued from page 18
taking electrical engineering was that it
There is no record of the amount of monwas reputed to be the most difficult
ey that Barton's patent produced for RCA
course in college."
through transmitter sales and licensing
In the article, Barton recalled that the
agreements, though it had to have been
"best boost anyone could ask for" was his
substantial.
development of the Class B amplifier and
Barton continued working and inventits use in high-level modulation. He estiing practically to the end. His last patent
mated then that more than 90 percent of
was issued after his retirement from RCA
broadcasting stations were using his
and dealt with textile mill machinery.
modulation technique.
Not a great deal is known about
Loy Edgar Barton died in 1986 at the
Barton's personal life. However, a 1960
age of 89.
article in the University of Arkansas's
So, from now on, when you think about
Arkansas Alumnus magazine provides a Class B amplifier operation and especially
bit of information in an article titled,
the utilization of Class B for plate-modu"What College Did For Me."
lating AM rigs, think about Loy Barton.
The 62-year-old Barton wrote: "In fact
Even though high-level Class B plate is
some make up for the things they could
nearing its 80th birthday and has been
not do as students back in the days when
largely replaced by other methodologies, I
money was scarce ... To compensate for
propose that from here on it be referred to
the lack of social activity, Inow have the
as "Barton modulation."
time and money to do some of the things
Special acknowledgement is given to
Iwish Icould have done in college. For Jim Haynes for his assistance in preparexample, Iam learning to dance. Iwill be
ing this article. Haynes published an artiretiring in three years and Iam making an
cle about Barton in the June, 2003 issue
effort to be ready for the new venture.
of Electric Radio magazine..

Barton

Sabre designs, manufactures and installs towers to meet

around the conductors. Note that the
chart lists the wire's gauge and current by
temperature.
First, you have to know the ambient
temperature where your cord is being
used. A power cord in Antarctica can
handle more current than one in the
Sahara Desert because the colder one can
absorb more heat generated before it
affects the jacket.
So the second thing you need to know
is the melting point of the jacket material.
Sometimes this is actually printed on the
jacket. Common temperatures are 60, 75,
90 or 105 degrees C. If it's not printed on
the cord, you can look it up in the manufacturer's catalog or Web site. So now
you can see one of the reasons why they
have higher temperature plastics.
Iam worried that some high-end consumer company will read this and realize
that a Teflon- insulated and -jacketed
power cord would handle higher current.
Teflon melts at higher temperatures than
most other plastics, some Teflon formulations as high as 260 degrees C. That
would make one stiff and expensive pow-
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The Transistor Portable Radio
by Charles S. Fitch
Growing up is daunting. All those
"rites of passage" through which we must
travel. The first day of school, exams,
dating, awkward holidays with distant
relatives.
Speaking to young people Ifind that,
even though some of that remains, important elements of childhood appear to be
missing. The obvious is hobbies. What is
a hobby but an interest with apassion?
I've come across few kids lately who
have apassion for anything.
Another missing component is asense
of wonder.
My mother was born in 1901. Once, in
a single lengthy conversation, she told
me about the wonder of her first plane
ride, taken as a daring young woman
with abarnstormer at astate fair for the
princely sum of $3 ... the first time an
earphone was held up to her head and she
heard KDKA coming through the ether
... the first picture on ahand-built TV set
that my father assembled in the late
1930s ... the wonder of power and the
telephone finally coming to her village in
upstate New York.
Idon't encounter kids who wonder at
the iPod, who are more than blasé when
they travel the Internet.
We who are over a certain age can
recall our share of youthful events and
circumstances that precipitated awonderful excitement. One of the more vivid
was the appearance of the transistor
radio.
Nobel trio
How did the transistor semiconductor
get to the portable radio?
Whether you believe that the transistor
was created out of reverse Roswell engineering or painstaking research at Bell
Labs, its introduction in the early 1950s
constituted an electronic revolution. Bell
Labs' focus had been on innovations
related to communications, and the transistor was no exception. Its goals, among
many, were to identify anew device that
would reduce power consumption and
hence heat — the destroyer of electronic
gear — to lower the noise and hence the
distance and stages through which a
telecommunications signal could pass,
and to increase reliability.
Tubes were the gain device of the day
and were even used deep in the ocean on
transoceanic cables to make up the loss
of hundreds of miles of wire. But as marSTATION
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Long before 'Quality as a Strategy'
became the mantra at Sony, Zenith
was vending high-performance,
almost 'investment-quality' radios.
This classic example from my
collection is a Royal 500 (circa 19651,
a gift from my brother Fred.

velous as the tube was, something new
was needed.
Each little research step came together
when research scientists John Bardeen,
Walter H. Brattain and William Shockley
successfully regulated a larger current
flow by introducing a smaller current
flow into a "semiconductor" junction,
essentially creating acurrent amplifier.
This basic action is the essential fundamental property of all transistors, and
everything after was refinement. The
three received the 1956 Nobel Prize in
Physics for inventing the transistor.
But the basic maxim "It's not what
you got but what you do with it that's
most important" applied. It's interesting
that one of the first applications envisioned for the transistor was a compact
portable radio.
Bell licensed transistor technology to
other companies; one of these was Texas
Instruments, which made the transition
from prototype to product, offering workable transistors to the electronic industry.
TI wanted to sell these " solid-state"
devices but needed not only to create circuits and consumable products that used
them, but also to capture the imagination
of engineers to get it done.

or older siblings.
Listening could now move away from
parental control to far-flung places like
under the covers late at night, out riding
our bikes and during recess at school. A
universal accessory to most transistors
was asimple earphone that went directly
into the ear and needed little level to be
audible, making it the most intimate of
experiences.
Radio was talking directly to you.
In retrospect we wonder whether transistor radios gave rise to rock and roll, or
the reverse. The phenomena appeared
pretty much contemporaneously. But
times were changing and new, exciting,
challenging music played through these
receivers.
As a business, radio responded not
only to the new youthful audience with
the music they wanted to hear but to the
new consumers and their distinctive
advertising needs, aunique conduit that
TV had difficulty duplicating.
On the technical side, the transistor
radio gave the ultimate personal mobility
to radio. In my own travels as acamping
Boy Scout far beyond power and "civilization," Ilistened to KOMA late at night at
Philmont Scout Ranch in the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains of the Rockies, or
WWVA under the stars while canoe camping on the wild rivers of West Virginia.
Adults made use of transistor radios,

Patent application schematic for the transistor radio on which the Regency TR-I is based.

SERVICES

WRN to Syndicate Deep
Country 'Bar' Format
Waitt Radio Networks, Folger Entertainment Co. and Dean James and Associates
signed an arrangement to syndicate "The Bar," described as adeep country format featuring ablend of current hits and crossover rock. Terms of the deal were not disclosed.
Waitt Radio Networks, adivision of NRG Media, provides localized 24-hour
music formats and will offer The Bar with localized content for affiliates. Radio consultants Joel Folger and Dean James debuted The Bar format on March 2006 in
Billings, Mont., where it has been running on KPBR(FM). WRN also carries Folger's
BOB FM format.
"This is awell-researched format that can help stations and clusters improve their
25-54 and 18-49 numbers," said Folger. "It's anatural for operators who need to bolster aweak performer or strengthen their country position."
For more information, contact Waitt Radio Networks in Nebraska at (402) 952-7603.

The outshoot was aprototype portable
radio. A thrilling breakthrough idea, but
only one small manufacturer took up the
product coming to mass market. It was
Regency, with its model TR-1, introduced on Oct. 18, 1954, at a price of
$49.95, roughly equivalent to $400 today.
This opened the flow gates of demand.
The descendants of this little gem are still
for sale everywhere.

of course. Ican tell you from experience
that you couldn't get anyone's attention
in Baltimore during the 1966 World
Series, thanks to all the transistor earphones in use.
Just as the All-American Five radio we
discussed in an earlier issue garnered
more ears for radio by increasing the
locations and counts of sets, the portable
transistor took radio more directly to the
ears and set the ears free to roam.
Personal
What awonder!
These little units were more exciting
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is aregistered
than most innovations. They converted a professional consultant engineer, member
communal experience to apersonal one.
of the AFCCE, senior member of the SBE,
Prior, radios had been found where
lifetime CPBE with AMD, licensed electrimany people could listen: living rooms,
cal contractor; former station owner and
family cars and the like. The decision former director of engineering of
about what was on and when to listen
WTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and
was determined not by kids but by elders
WHSH(TV) in Marlborough, Mass. le
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New Entrants Target Radio's Success
Emerging Services Continue to Poke at Radio's
Model. Will They Eventually Find a Soft Spot?
Nearly from its origin, radio has coexisted with other media that competed with
its service to audiences.
As each emergent service made its
debut, pundits claimed the new offering
would eclipse radio's value to its listeners,
and that radio therefore was doomed.
Yet the medium has survived and flourished. From its origins in the administration of Grover Cleveland (the first one, no
less) until the present day, the medium has
maintained its viability against what may
have seemed insurmountable odds.
The onslaught of LPs, television, CDs,

BURL

the Internet and satellite radio, to name but
afew, has yet to overtake radio's dominance as apreferred delivery system for
audio content.
Radio's seeming insuperability has
been the stuff of legend in aworld where
new media offerings rise and fall almost
weekly. Much analysis rightfully has been
directed towards the makeup of the medium's thick skin, and it has provided some
interesting results.
Above all, radio is ( or at least, in
today's environment, has become) cheap.
There is no less expensive way to pro-

vide amass audience for the delivery of
real-time, high-quality audio content. It
also bears the valuable attributes of push
and scarcity, which it never knew it had
until compared with new media's pull and
nearly infinite availability.
Moreover, its astronomical receiver
penetration levels are enviable by any
measure.
So is radio truly immortal, or is it acat
that is running out of its finite number of
lives?
The ultimate challenge
Among radio's primary values is its ability to present to listeners at least some of
what they want, when they want it, essentially for free. This is ahard deal to beat.
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complete news archive
Burli's reliability, ease-of- use and state-of-the-art features
make it the choice of both small- market stations and the
world's leading all-news radio operations.
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www.burli.com

info@burli.com

604.684.3140
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The Big Picture

by Skip Pizzi
This content-presentation scheme is not
extremely precise, of course. The targeting
of aformat's specific elements does not
work for everyone all the time, but the science of today's formatics has brought the
concept close enough to provide aviable
business model when applied to radio's
existing mass distribution infrastructure.
Recently, however, the very idea of
mass appeal has been challenged. New
media's ability to personalize and customize content for narrower — or even
individual — tastes has the potential to
devalue the formatics model.
Terrestrial radio's intrinsic scarcity has
largely immunized it from such athreat
for the most part, and this attribute used to
seem insurmountable. Yes, there have
been a number of Internet-based radio
services that attempt to provide content
congruent to listeners' tastes, but they take
some effort on the listener's part to initially select genres and then fine-tune with
feedback. They are also only available on
listeners' PCs (although one such service,
Slacker, promises mobile and portable
solutions soon, but without much detail).
To date, these constraints have kept
such services from truly threatening traditional radio broadcasting. Recently,
though, a few additional features have
brought the lure of "the ultimate radio station" abit closer to reality.
A number of entities have launched
services that attempt to capture the appeal
of afavorite radio station and optimize it
on aper- listener basis, without any real
effort from the listener, and with at least
some degree of portability.
For example, aSeattle-based company
called Melodeo has created a service
called NuTsie, which looks at the songs
stored in a user's computer and streams
them to the user's cell phone. The user
uploads an iTunes song list ( using the
Export Library function in the iTunes File
menu) to the NuTsie service. Then the
user downloads the NuTsie player to his
or her mobile phone(s), and launches the
player to listen.
Importantly, the songs are not copied by
NuTsie from the user's computer — just
the playlist. NuTsie plays out its own legally obtained copies of the songs, and pays
royalties like any Internet radio service.
Naturally, this implies that certain
songs on the user's library may not be
available from NuTsie, since its library
currently includes only about 10 percent
of the entire iTunes inventory, but (again,
like regular radio) focusing on the most
popular genres and songs.
Although it has not done so yet ( the
service currently offers afree public beta),
NuTsie will likely add interstitial advertising and/or charge a subscription for adfree service, in order to cover its considerable costs in royalty and data-streaming
payments.
See VENTURES, page 27
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Under Internet radio rules, the NuTsie
service must play the files in randomized
order, and the player cannot rewind,
although it can pause or skip to the next
song. (It's currently unknown if any ads
will be rendered unskippable in the player.)
The obvious advantage of the service is
portable access to (at least some of) alistener's preferred music without taking up
storage space on the portable device. But
there are considerable downsides.
In order to maintain a modicum of
fidelity, alarge buffer must be preloaded
for each song, meaning that in some cases
there may be annoyingly long pauses
between songs. Phones with higher bandwidth connectivity (or WiFi access) can
reduce or eliminate this problem, however.
Also, the service does not automatically
sync with the user's current computer
music library, so whenever the user adds
new music to the computer, anew library
file must be uploaded to Melodeo if the
user wants the new songs to be included in
the NuTsie service.
Finally, because wireless phone networks maintain strict control of their handsets and the features they support, only a
few phones currently offer the NuTsie
player. But because the NuTsie service can
increase use of the phone, more network
operators may add the service (or asimilar
one) as an option over time.
Variations on a theme
A similar service called Lala scans a
user's PC for music files (via abrowser
plug-in), and, like NuTsie, if any of the
songs it finds are already on Lala's
servers, the listener can access those files
from any other PC or device with Internet
connectivity.
Unlike NuTsie, Lala does not specifically target mobile phones at this point,
but users can sync content to an iPod
directly from the Web through such aconnection, providing offline mobile access.
Also unlike NuTsie, however, Lala also
will background-upload files that it does
not already have in its collection from the
listener's PCs, allowing eventual access to
them online, as well. Some labels also
have provided Lala with access to some of
their music, which all listeners can access
through the service via free streaming or
99 cent downloads.
Lala's real strength comes from its
legal, communal aspect, in which it allows
all its users to stream (but not download)
all the music in its collection, whether the
songs were in that user's PC library or
came from someone else's — or directly
from aparticipating label.
Lala began life as aCD-swapping service, and this attitude continues to drive its
philosophy. It plans to also sell new CDs
and DRM-free downloads in the future.
But its free streaming-your-own (and others') music feature has become apopular
attractor, even though that service is acollateral element and not arevenue source
for the company.
The firm apparently has some decent
funding behind it and claims 300,000
members in its CD-swapping network to
date. Its free streaming offering could give
subscription services (like Real Networks
Rhapsody, which charges $ 12/month)
some significant competition. The company's slogan of "Play albums on demand,
buy the ones you love," may have some
appeal to listeners and labels alike.
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These new ventures are intentionally
reptilian in their propagation: From thousands of eggs, ahandful of adults may survive. But all it takes is one Godzilla to
emerge with asuccessful model for the
legacy industry to be threatened.
Radio's defense comes in two forms —
first, by continuing to improve and update
its on-air and online services; second, by
developing or partnering with others to
create its own new speculative services.
Building upon radio's strong existing
brand, these processes may eventually
bear some fruit of new revenue for the old
medium.
Even if they don't, however, they will at
least indicate that radio is not asitting duck,
but an agile, moving target, which remains
relevant to audiences today and tomorrow.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World
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Group Completes
Harris HD Radio
Training
Harris Broadcast welcomed its latest
class of engineers through its HD Radio
Training Program.
The group included Jerald White,
WUMR(FM); Steve Rieker, WJIS(FM);
Terrence Dupuis, KWMU(FM); Mark
Constable, WSIU(FM); Michael Bove,
Clear Channel; Mike McBride and Ray
Klotz, Journal Broadcast; Dave Maley,
KCCK(FM); Jim
Solum,
Lorne
Campbell and Mark Heiser, Prairie
Public Radio; Randy Pugsley, Churchill
Media; Dave Caires, KPPT(FM); Mark
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Simpson, WSIE(FM); Philip Galasso and
Rich Housley, Citadel; Ron Zastro,
Alaska Public Broadcasting; David
Gates. Cesium Communications; and Jeff
Glass, WNIU(FM)/WNIJ(FM).
Also participating and shown with the
group: Paul Dadian of Ibiquity and Hal
Kneller, Keith Mullin, Onalda Martinez
and Bob Band of Harris.
Customer training at Harris started in
the 1970s with construction of adedicated
classroom and lab facility in Quincy, Ill.,
according to Hal Kneller, senior manager
of marketing communications and public
radio initiatives. He said thousands of people have attended since to train on products as well as topics such as RF101.
"The present facility has separate areas
for radio and television, two large classrooms and several labs including aseparate AM and FM lab, with analog and
HD Radio transmitters, exciters and test
gear all set up and operating. Each type
of combining on FM can be demonstrated, and students can play with configurations and leave fully understanding how
to analyze a station and determine the
best approach for HD Radio conversion."
Vendors such as Audemat-Aztec, Bird,
ERI and Dielectric have participated in
HD Radio training instruction. The most
recent class enjoyed aMississippi River
dinner cruise as well.
Harris classes are listed at www.broadcast.harris.com/support under Product
Training.
MARKET
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Nautel: Headed
For Space?
Nautel said it will research and
develop ahigh-power RF amplifier for
use in space travel.
The amplifier is to be used for plasma generation and subsequent acceleration in an electric spacecraft propulsion system, the company stated.
Nautel is collaborating with Ad
Astra Rocket Company of Texas in the
project. Officials there called Nautel's
high-power RF technology "critical to
asuccessful space application" in the
announcement.
"In addition, the low- voltage
requirements of these RF transmitters
make them compatible with the voltage output of space-borne solar power arrays."
The plasma-based propulsion system achieves ahigh exhaust velocity
and fuel efficiency. Nautel said plasmas are electrically charged fluids that
can be heated to extreme temperatures
by radio waves and are controlled and
guided by strong magnetic fields.
"The magnetic field also insulates
the hot gas from any nearby structure,
permitting the gas to exceed the meltmg point of surrounding materials
without affecting them.
"In rocket propulsion, the higher
the temperature of the exhaust gases,
the higher their velocity and hence
the higher their fuel efficiency,"
Nautel continued. " Plasma rockets
feature exhaust velocities far above
those achievable by their chemical
cousins, so their fuel consumption is
extremely low."
Nautel makes medium- wave AM
and FM radio broadcast transmitters
and other specialized equipment.
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Gay Radio Gets aComing Out
by Ken R. Deutsch
When WINS(AM) switched from top40 to all-news in 1965, some programmers
questioned whether it would ever amount
to more than anovelty.
It did, to put it mildly. Now that format
often dominates adult demographics in the
largest markets.
More recently we have seen the unveiling of radio designed for women, such as
the format offered by Greenstone Media.
There are stations geared to the under- 12
set; examples are Radio Disney and satellite channels Kid Stuff on Sirius and XM
Kids. Hispanic radio, not long ago avery
specialized niche, has become a huge
moneymaker.
Many ethnic or interest groups now can
find a place on the dial that plays their
tunes. For some programmers the next
logical population segment to merit atargeted format is the gay, lesbian, bi-sexual
and transgender community.
A numbers game
According to the Family Research
Institute, gays constitute anywhere from 4
to 10 percent of the population. Add those
people who identify themselves as bi-sexual or transgender and that number
increases.
Harris Interactive estimated in 2005 that
the buying power of the gay/lesbian market
segment would rise from $610 billion in
2005 to $641 billion in 2006. It also reportHD2 Pride
When KBIG(FM) put Pride Radio
on its HD2 channel in June, it brought
to 12 the number of Clear Channel stations airing the program via multicast:
WLDI(FM) West Palm Beach. Fla.
WMGE(FM) Miami
WKSS(FM) Hartford, Conn.
WKSC(FM) Chicago
KHKS(FM) Dallas
WYYY(FM) Syracuse, N.Y.
KPEK(FM) Albuquerque, N.M.
KPTT( FM) Denver
KXXM(FM) San Antonio
WXXM(FM) Madison, Wis.
KI0I(FM) San Francisco
KBIG(FM) Los Angeles
Several of these also carry the format feed on their Web sites, as do
another 12 to 15 Clear Channel stations including WHTZ(FM) and
WKTU(FM) New York, WHYI(FM)
Miami, KHMX(FM) Houston and
KIKI(FM) Honolulu.
The program " Pride Radio with
Ryan and Caroline" also is heard on
KQOL(FM) in Las Vegas; KRQ(FM)
in Tucson, Ariz.; and KQKE(AM) San
Francisco as part of its program
"Shake."

Jackie Clarke is a
host on 'Radio
With aTwist.'

KNGY bills Fernando Ventura, right, and Greg
Sherrell as 'the first commercially broadcast gay
morning radio show in the United States.'

ed that four out of 10 gay consumers — as
long as quality and value are equal — prefer to purchase products from companies
that advertise in gay and lesbian media.
Meanwhile, USA Today last fall cited
statistics indicating that approximately
175 Fortune 500 companies had actively
courted the "gay dollar" the previous year,
up from only 19 in 1994.
The widest- spread format addressing
this market is "Pride Radio," acreation of
Clear Channel's experimental Format Lab.
This is broadcast full-time via HD2 channels in adozen markets such as Chicago,
Dallas, Hartford, Miami and West Palm
Beach.
For the large part of the citizenry that
doesn't yet own an HD radio, Clear
Channel's Pride is available as a live
stream on the Web sites of more than a
dozen other stations. Visit www.prideradiodfw.com to hear the Dallas/Ft. Worth
version, which includes local content in
addition to the network programming.
But one syndicated format does not a
trend make. A handful of other gay-oriented Internet and terrestrial stations are
available or have signed on. On the Web
you'll find AEU Media Group's Pride
Nation Network (
www.pridenation.com);
Gay Radio (www.gayradio.com) and
Man Candy (
www.mancandy.com). From
the United Kingdom you can hear
Gaydarradio (
www.gaydarradio.com).
On the FM dial there is Melbourne.
Australia's Joy 94.9 (
www.joy.org.au).
which has been on the air since 1993.
and San Francisco's KNGY, on since
2004, which also streams at www.energy927fm.com. KNGY's morning team of
Fernando Ventura and Greg Sherrell
billed as the first openly gay commercial
radio morning show in the country.
Satellite radio has its own gay-themed
programming in Sirius Channel 109. a
news, talk and entertainment channel
called "OutQ.- It launched in 2003, putting it ahead of many other recent developments in gay radio: Sirius called it
"the first live, nationwide and interactive
medium" for the GLBT community and
"the nation's first 24-hour radio service
providing GLBT news, talk and entertainment."

Jen Austin does an air shift on
KDMX(FM) and recently authored a
book about her Christianity from a
gay perspective.
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People who need people
Not long ago, the launch of agay radio
format would have generated considerable
controversy.
"We've had very little negative response
to the Pride format," said Pat McMahon,
operations manager of the Clear Channel
cluster in Dallas.
"A few listeners who heard Pride
Radio cross-promoted on our other stations have expressed objections; however
the feedback from the gay community
has been overwhelmingly positive. We
think we did things right by going to the
influential gay and lesbian opinion leaders and asking for their support. The
local gay paper, the Dallas Voice, and the
Dallas Morning news have both been
supportive."
Is the lack of negative response a
function of the small base of listeners on
HD2? McMahon replies that he can't
really say.
"It is a small but growing audience.
We probably wouldn't draw negative
response from those who have sought out
Pride Radio. Some of the criticism we
have received was in regards to the crosspromotion of Pride Radio on our main
signals.
"Even though there is nothing Iwould
consider affrontive in the copy, asegment
of the general market listeners may find it
upsetting that their favorite station is promoting a product clearly aimed at the
G&L community."
McMahon localizes the basic format
with music and talk elements aimed at the
Metroplex.
"It's tough to allocate resources for
see GAY RADIO. page 31
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Vaughan: Keepin' It Local for 55 Years
by Ken R. Deutsch
The going rate was $ 3 per show in
1952 when Dick Vaughan took to the airwaves.
Fifty-five years later he is still in radio
and loving every minute. That original station was WHIL(AM), Malden, Massachusetts; Vaughan was a staff announcer.
Today he is chief operating officer of
WESO(AM) in Southbridge, about 70
miles away.
"Give me ahuman being, amicrophone
and aboard and Iwill beat the heck out of
acomputer every day," he says.
That advice isn't taken to heart by some
broadcasters these days, but Vaughan is
not other broadcasters. " The greatest
change I've seen is the drift away from
local radio," he told RW.
"We cared about the communities we
served, we had ' live and local' news and
we broadcast the high school games. We
ran PSAs to help local organizations and
we were involved in Rotary and Lions
Club.
"The real tragedy is that deregulation
sent us in awhole new direction and we
lost what made us so good."
Think fast!
()Net the last half- century or so,
Vaughan worked at, managed or owned 15
radio stations in Massachusetts, Virginia,
New Hampshire and Vermont. He has
come full circle to WESO, astand-alone
AM owned by Money Matters Radio
based in Needham. While his job title is
COO, he also gets into the studio and

J.P. Ellery from the Worcester Telegram &
Gazette, sports with Carl Beane, traffic
with Frankie Fox and a bit of country
music thrown in there somewhere.
From noon to 1p.m., another local
show called "Sound Off!" features call-ins
and guests from the community. The day
is peppered with local newscasts. The
station Web site, www.thespirit970.com,
provides at least five ways to contact the
station with requests or to talk to the management or personalities.
If you can't figure out how to reach
WESO, it is not the fault of the station.
The pinnacle of success
Every career has benchmarks, those
special moments when you realize you're
now at the next level.
"Late one afternoon at WHIL when I
was just akid, Iwas getting ready to leave
for the day and the owner, Mr. Tarlow, was
walking around picking up papers and
turning out the lights," said Vaughan.

Dick Vaughan in the studio with Carl Kalizewski, past district
governor of the local Rotary Club.
cracks open the mic occasionally.
"We had Altec 633 ' saltshaker' mics,
Western Electric cardioids and RCA 44s
and later 77s," he recalls of the early days.
"They were big and heavy. The turntables
played 33-1/3 and 78 rpm records."
This may come as a surprise to
young'uns, but until recently, news did not
arrive at radio stations via computer.
"The AP and UPI machines clacked
away and it took three days and alot of
Lava soap to wash the purple ink off your
hands after you changed those ribbons,"
he said. "You didn't want to get that ink

on your clothes!"
Those machines could be problematic.
Less than a month into his first job, he
arrived at 5:30 one morning to prepare
news and sports, but found asurprise.
"The AP machine had jammed at 10
the night before, so we had no news," he
said. " Being creative, Igrabbed the
Boston newspaper and started reading it
on the air.
"The morning guy realized my plight
and 'helped' by lighting the paper on fire
while Iwas reading. Ithrew it on the floor
in ablaze and proceeded to ad lib the
news from memory."

Give me a human
being, a microphone
and a board and
Iwill beat the heck

out of a computer
every day.
— Dick Vaughan
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Its March 16, 1956, and snowing. Vaughan is covering
afire at Lincoln Junior High School in Malden, Mass.,
for WH1L, where he was news director.
It was that kind of quick thinking that
allowed Vaughan to work his way up to
$40 per week. "Ithought Iwas rich," he
said. "And the experience was priceless."
Talking the talk
One look at the lineup on WESO "The
Spirit 970" shows Vaughan putting his
"live and local" philosophy to work
every day.
The broadcast day starts with local
show " Shaina in the Morning" with
Shaina Besnoff, featuring local news with

"I asked him why the boss had to do all
that and he put his hand on my shoulder
and explained it this way. He said that he
wasn't the boss; he was the janitor and had
to do all the things no one else wanted to
do. And then he told me that someday if I
stayed in the business long enough I
would understand. He said when you realize you're the janitor, you'll know you
have reached the top."
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who
remembers putting a quarter on the tonearm to keep it from skipping.
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local research and a dedicated music
director at this time, so we lean heavily on
the national Pride Radio playlist," he said.
"It's an energetic, rhythmic, techno-dance
sound. We're fine-tuning as we go."
Pride Radio is aformat, but it is also a
representation of alifestyle.
"Everyone involved shares duties with
our other stations, but we have a core
group of people who are hands-on," said
McMahon.
"Jen Austin does a regular shift on
KDMX(FM) and she recently authored

GLBT in S.F.
Joe Bayliss is sole owner of
"Energy 92.7.fm," KNGY in San
Francisco, station tagline: " Pure
Dance." It went on the air with the
format in 2004 and describes itself as
an "independent dance music radio
station that has a huge gay following." RW asked Bayliss why that is.
Bayliss, aformer CBS Radio sales
executive who is not gay, said the
station has spent a great deal on
music research. "If the music doesn't
pass the test within that community,
it doesn't get onto the station."
Having tested eight formats when
launching, "The dance format for us
came up with some of the highest
'passion' scores. When we looked
under the hood, we found out that
this (GLBT) market was passionate
about it."
A diverse lineup of personalities
offers "significant representation" in
the community; about half of the onair personalities are from GLBT circles, including a high-profile gay
morning show with a gay host and
co-host. "We always believed you
have to walk the walk and talk the
talk," he said.
"We weren't going to just show up
once a year in the Pride Parade. We
were going to be in the community
52 weeks a year with concerts,
appearances, promotions, fund-raisers, grassroots stuff."
Will "gay" be the next big format?
"Being gay is asexual orientation,
not necessarily a music choice," he
replied. "This was my first response
when we first looked at the format.
When you combine all the elements
of music that appeals to this life
group with on-air personalities, with
alot of talk in the morning, plus visibility ... You do things for that community. It's proven that the gay community has adopted us as its choice."
But, he suspects, "It won't work
well in Boise."
"In San Francisco, this station,
this format, makes a ton of sense
because statistics show that the
GLBT population here is 15 to 20
percent of the population. The GLBT
market lives in pockets across the
country. This happens to be the
largest pocket in the world." (USA
Today, however, recently cited U.S.
Census data showing that gays and
lesbians live in virtually every county
in the United States and aren't segregated in big cities and what it called
"gay ghettos.")
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and published a book about her
Christianity from agay perspective. Jen
helps prepare daily music logs and edit
content. Jaga Meyers is our director of
online sales for the group and she is also
gay and passionate about the project.
Steve Lee, our director of online content
and marketing, has been very involved in
the rollout and early promotion."
Austin told Washington Post columnist Marc Fisher recently, " The gay
community has received us well, though
they've warned us about stereotypes in
our music choices. And they're right:
We don't want to be just the stereotype,
playing Madonna and Donna Summer."
Fisher reported those comments in his
blog.
Gay themes are "not much of ahotbutton issue anymore," Austin continued.
"It's more of a valid lifestyle, and it's

ready to be talked about, so Ithink we'll
hear Pride Radio on terrestrial radio
soon." One Clear Channel program
researcher told the Post this format "has
the potential to be as big as Latino or
urban radio."
Pride Radio is not the only gay content available from Clear Channel. The
Dallas cluster's AC station KDMX, for
instance, airs the two-hour syndicated
program "Radio With a Twist" on its
main channel on weekends. Some of
that content is also heard on Pride
Radio DFW.
Launched in 2006, "Twist" is offered
through Premiere Radio Networks, also
owned by Clear Channel. It is described
by promoters as the first nationally syndicated commercial radio brand aimed at
the GLBT audience. Created and produced by Wilderness Media & Enter-
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tainment, it generally airs late on weekend evenings.
Last fall, its producers said "Twist"
enjoyed the largest reach of any gay
media via FM radio stations. It now has
a dozen affiliates including WPLJ(FM)
in New York, KBIG(FM) in Los
Angeles, KLLC(FM) in San Francisco
and KOB(FM) in Albuquerque.
The program includes features such as
"The Big Gay 5," the week's top hits in
"Gayville USA"; " Something You
Didn't Know," with headlines of interest
to the gay community; and " Famous
Friend," interviews with gay or " gayadjacent" celebrities.
When Premiere picked up distribution
and ad sales of the show, its
President/C00 Kraig Kitchin said in a
statement that the show was "different
See GAY RADIO, page 33

The cash- machine formerly known as
RevenueSuite returns to the airwaves as
Google AdSense for Audio.

RevenueSuite, asource of additional income for radio stations, promises to be
even more so in this incarnation as AdSense - for Audio, thanks to the power
of Google technology. And when you combine that with the industry's most
innovative station automation products— SS32 and Maestro — you'll understand
why hundreds of stations in markets of every size are starting to talk about the
future of radio stations with renewed optimism.
At Google, our commitment is strong and clear and unchanging: we're here to
help you run your station more efficiently and profitably than ever before.
Visit www.google.com/ads/asaudio to find out more.

Go
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How to Build Great Radio Web Sites
by James Careless
Ask agroup of promotion directors if
radio stations need great Web sites and
chances are that they'll shout "Yes!" in
unison. Then ask them what constitutes a
great site and chances are their reply
won't be so sudden. Some, in fact, won't
know what to say at all.
What combination of elements actually results in agreat radio Web site? We
asked officials at NPR, winner in both
2006 and 2007 of the prestigious Webby
Award for Best Radio Web site
(www.nprorg), as well as at 2007 Webby
nominee CBC Radio 3 (
radio3.cbc.ca);
and we checked in with the Webbys'
executive director.

It may seem obvious, but when it
comes to creating great Web sites, content is paramount.
In particular, if radio station KQQX
bills itself as having the Best in ' 80s
Rock!," its site better have lots of ' 80s
rock content.
This starts with audio, of course, typically live streaming of KQQX's on-air
feed. But it also extends to ' 80s music
videos on demand if possible, articles
and photos of the era's greatest rock
bands, ' 80s- related contests, screensavers, concert news, merchandise and
absolutely anything else that the ' 80s
rock fan could possibly want all on one
Web site.
"It's all about the content as far as

your visitors are concerned," says Steve
Pratt, director of CBC Radio 3, the
youth- oriented network that Canada's
cash- strapped public broadcaster
launched exclusively on the Web. (With
the advent of Sirius Satellite Radio coming to Canada, CBC Radio 3 was added
to its satellite lineup, but it is still not
available on AM or FM.)
"In the case of CBC Radio 3, we offer
100 percent Canadian music all the
time," Pratt said. "That's what brings
people to us."
Be a Web site first
"NPR.org is a news, music discovery
and NPR Web site first; since NPR itself
is not a radio station we don't think of
NPR's Maria Thomas

•Solid Reinforced Concrete Shelters
•Certified For Extreme Weather - Up To
Category 5Hurricane
•Completely Built Out And Tested With
Equipment To Facility Specification And
Site Requirements
TYPICALLY PROVIDES CONSIDERABLE COST SAVINGS VERSUS SITE BUILD
Performing a transmitter facility site build can be an exercise in frustration, particularly if it's not something that the engineer in
charge does on afrequent basis or the task is one of many that need to be accomplished in avery short time frame.
Balsys has developed an efficient alternative. Plug & Play Transmitter Buildings. Solid reinforced concrete shelters, each
designed for the specific project with all required penetrations for transmission line, telco, electrical, GPS, etc. Each
including complete electrical, HVAC, and insulation. Certified to meet your local building codes, with all equipment
installed, wired, tested into a high power dummy load, & fully documented, ready to be delivered to the site as a final
product. Local installation requires only pad or piers, electrical service, STL, antenna, & telco for completion.

Simply Put: Drop It In - Hook Up The Externals - Flip The Switch - You're Done!

All Equipment Is Located For Maximum Accessibility - Bolted To The Floor — Grounded - Wired
High Power Tested At Balsys Prior To Shipment
Lengths to 38' - Modular For Non-Transportable Widths
A Convenient Workbench Area Is Provided With Document Storage Rack - Telephone & Optelator Installed
Complete Documentation Is Provided
Balsys Is A Certified HD Radio ( 1130C) Integrator
Balsys is ateam member of the Harris Channel Partners initiative
Would You Like To Receive A Quotation? We need to know the equipment to be installed (including manufacturer & model numbers),
orientation of doors, electrical, telco, and transmission lines - and city, county, and state of final installation.
Drawings will be supplied for your approval prior to quotation.

BALSYS
T ECHNOLOGY G ROUP.

www.balsys.com

INC.

930 Carter Road # 228 — 234
Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel 407-656-3719 • Fax: 407-656-5474
sales@ balsys.com

the site as a radio Web site," says
Maria Thomas, vice president and general manager of NPR's digital media
division.
"Since much of NPR.org's content is
generated by NPR, audio is an important asset for us. But we don't limit
ourselves to audio: We use whatever
makes sense in the Web environment."
For example, " When someone
Googles recently-deceased Russian
cellist and human rights activist
Mstislav Rostropovich, they may end
up at NPR.org because we offer compelling content about him and his life's
achievements; not because we're a
radio Web site," Thomas says. "If you
go the page, you will see text, audio,
photos and video."
Offer variety
Streaming your on- air content is a
good first step to creating asuccessful
radio Web site. But it is only the first
step; providing access to specific programs on demand, plus archival content stretching back months and more
is areal draw for online listeners.
At CBC Radio 3, for instance, " we
offer streaming access to some 50,000
Canadian songs," says Pratt.
At NPR.org, listeners can download
audio selected by shows or specific topic,
going back as far as 1996. "We were one
of the very first broadcasters to prepare
content for the Web, back when Real was
the only streaming format," says Thomas.
"All of this content is still useful and
accessible today, online."
Max out your platforms
Does your radio Web site stream your
on-air content? Now what streaming format are you using: Flash, QuickTime,
Real or Windows Media?
If your answer doesn't include Flash,
you are missing out on potential listeners. The numbers explain why:
According to a Millward Brown survey
conducted in June 2006, 97.3 percent of
all Internet- enabled desktop PCs are
loaded with the Flash Player. In contrast, 84.3 percent are loaded with the
Windows Media Player, 66.1 percent
have the Apple QuickTime Player and
56.1 percent the RealOne Player.
This is one reason NPR.org plans to
add an embedded Flash player to its Web
site. The Flash player will be designed to
stream on demand both audio and video.
Beyond on-demand streaming, offering downloadable podcasts is a great
See SITES, page 33
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Continued from page 32

Friendly and interactive
"No matter what their content, Web
sites should be easy to use, easy to navigate, and easy on the eyes," says DavidMichel Davies, executive director for the
Webbys, which gives the awards.
"They should also encourage interac-
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"When ministers and generals are on
TV saying that we are immoral and that
being gay is wrong," he was quoted as
saying, "I'm proud we're able to counter
those beliefs by simply living our lives as
proud and out gay men and sharing our
story with our listeners?'
But McMahon in Dallas sees no reason
agay format wouldn't work full-time as a
main channel format in the right circumstances. "Sure, (in) aprogressive city with
enough critical mass of G&L population
that ownership could project large-enough
market share and advertiser support to
make such an undertaking successful.
Regardless of format, abroadcaster still
has abusiness to tend tor
Consultant Walter Sabo is CEO of
morning

Continued from page 31

way to attract listeners, especially if
they can automatically download their
favorite shows to their iPods at night,
and then take them on the subway in the
morning.
"Since 2005, over 5.5 million podcasts
have been downloaded from CBC Radio
3," says Pratt. "That's programming
being listened to by people at their
leisure, usually away from their Webconnected computers."
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than anything heard before on radio. It
captures the imagination and listening of
an audience in away that produces ratings
and results for advertisers."
Money matters
These developments suggest that, for
now, traditional radio is aware of gay radio
in away it was not five years ago and is
exploring it further — if not embracing it
in the big way it has some other, formerly
tiny formats. Homosexuality continues to
be a flash point for some consumers, a
point KNGY air talent Fernando Ventura
referred to in the announcement of his

I Radio World

New York- based Sabo Media, a radio
consultancy firm. He sounds a similar
conclusion.
"Sure, if it's entertaining, well-produced and not self-indulgent," he said.
"There are many gay-targeted businesses
that make afortune, so the ad money is
there, no problem."
Sabo also said there is no single gay
format, but feels gays represent a market
not being served by what he called "oldfashioned radio."
"I think (the trend) will grow, but there
are multiple ways to reach agay audience,
from music to just talk or all-news for the
community," said Sabo.
Ken R. Deutsch has written for Radio
World for 22 years and has returned to
college after a .35-year hiatus.
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tion with their audience through blogs,
contests and anything else that will get
users engaged."
At CBC Radio 3, the site's massive
music library makes it possible for listeners to create their own playlists over time.
Then when they return to the site, they
can activate those playlists and hear their
favorite CBC Radio 3- sourced music
through their speakers/headsets.
"Some people like to hear whatever it
is we are playing now, while others prefer to listen to nothing but their own
playlists," Pratt says. "Either way, they
are coming to our site to do so."
The moral
Make your Web site a standalone
property in its own right: That's the
thread that ties all the points above
together, and provides the moral for this
story.
"When we program NPR.org, we ask
ourselves: ' What does NPR mean to
people?', then we try to create and present content on the Web that fulfills that
need in our audience members' lives,
whether that's news and information,
music discovery or other forms of cultural content," said Thomas.
"That's what results in a great Web
site."
Share your experiences with good
or bad radio Web sites. Write to
radioworld@imaspub.com. 11,
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Both versions feature easy USB interface to any PC
or laptop. Balanced analog inputs and outputs at professional levels are on
XLR connectors. The Speaker output
LEFT OUT
RIGHT OUT
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ee
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Computer audio just got easier!
• 48K, 44.1K, 32K sample rates
• Burr- Brown 8X ADC and [)AC
• Speaker output with Muting
• Superb analog filter design
• XLR connectivity
• USB powered
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Radio Past Lives on Through Logos
Jim deYong Turns Old Station
Artwork Into a Business
As Well as a Labor of Love
by Ken R. Deutsch
What is your favorite AM station of the past?
WCFL circa 1966? "Boss Radio" 93KHJ in 1965?
Perhaps your taste ran to the more international sounds
beamed from Radio Luxembourg or Wolfman Jack's
XERB?
They are back again, or at least their distinctive
graphic logos are back again, now gracing T-shirts, coffee mugs, baseball caps and tote bags. A treasure trove
of nostalgia is available from aradio buff's dream site,
www.radiologoland.com.
"I have heard that there are no new ideas, just combinations of old ideas," said owner Jim deYong. "This site
combines ideas from two friends.
"One turned me on to a company called
CafePress.com. My friend owned aquirky political Web
site and was selling aton of politically oriented T-shirts
through that site. The other friend is 'Commander' Chuck
Street, who has been the helicopter pilot/traffic reporter
for KIIS(FM), Los Angeles for the last 20 years."
-

»RADIO

KHJ logo circa 1970

3/
1
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BOSS RADIO

IN LOS ANGELES

A 1970s logo used by Radio Luxembourg

Jim deYong and a logo from the mid-to-late
1960s. 'My trademark attorney grew up listening
to KW, Los Angeles and he knew Iwas never
going to get rich off this project. So his fee for
consulting was two KHJ T-shirts.'

KMEN logo from 1962
A couple of years ago Street put together areunion for
KMEN(AM), the top-40 station he and deYong both grew
up listening to in San Bernardino.
"One day he mentioned that he owns the station's original trademark/logo, which had been abandoned. He
referred me to his trademark attorney, with whom Ispent
several hours discussing the concept for my company."
Now through his virtual store, deYong offers radio
merchandise using original station logos from the glory
days before disco.
"My trademark attorney grew up listening to KHJ, Los
Angeles and he knew Iwas never going to get rich off this
project," said deYong. "So his fee for consulting was two
KHJ T-shirts."
Shopping an online mega-store
The RadioLogoLand store is just a small part of a
gigantic online operation known as CafePress
(www.cafepress.com), a wide-ranging emporium offering about 70 million individual products through hundreds of branded stores.
"Our ` shopkeepers' set up their own stores within our
STATION

XEAK was 'The Mighty 690.' DeYong says
'I can remember how exciting and illicit it all
seemed to listen to rock and roll from a Mexican
radio station.' It later became XETRA, airing
news, beautiful music and other formats.
site," said Marc Cowlin, public relations manager for
CafePress. "They arrange for permission to use whatever
artwork they need; they can use our template for the store
or they can have their own design."
CafePress does the heavy lifting. It charges its sellers a

SERVICES

Envision Airs History of Rock
According to Shaffer
Envision Radio Networks and Paul Shaffer Enterprises
launched Paul Shaffer's " Day in Rock," a 60- second vignette,
available on abarter basis, that illustrates the daily history of rock
according to the musical director and sidekick for David
Letterman.
The vignette draws on Shaffer's musical knowledge and ability
to comment on the history of rock and roll. It can be programmed
throughout the day, and offers sponsorship opportunities for radio
stations looking to add informative programming to their lineup.
Shaffer has been Letterman's musical director and sidekick for
25 years. He also spent five years with the original Saturday
Night Live, during which he played keyboards, composed material, co-founded The Blues Brothers and was afeatured performer.
The Grammy-winner also has served as musical producer for
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction ceremony since its
inception in 1986, and led the band for the "We are the World"
finale of Live Aid.
For more information, visit www.envisionradio.com.

Paul Shaffer

base price for each item and the "shopkeeper" gets to
keep the difference between that and whatever retail price
tag he/she sets.
"Our base price covers the hosting of the shop, the
garment, the printing, order processing, order fulfillment
and customer service," said Cowlin. " People have
carved out a lot of niches for their stores, everything
from humor to politics. We are aprint-on-demand company. Because nothing is printed until we have an order,
we offer people arisk-free way to start selling their own
line of merchandise."
On a shirt that retails for $ 19.95, the shopkeeper
might make about $6. It works out well for all parties
because the shopkeeper is spared the expense of hiring a
staff and maintaining inventory. There is no monthly
cost to have a CafePress store, unless the shopkeeper
wishes to use his own design for the front end. In that
case it's $6.95 per month.
The only catch is that margins are thin.
"If RadioLogoLand.com were my full-time gig, I
would starve to death and my wife would leave me," said
deYong. "Idon't make much money but Ihave more fun
doing it than you can imagine. I'm aretired advertising
guy from southern California now living in beautiful San
Luis Obispo. Istill write and produce an occasional TV
commercial and consult with asmall ad agency."
(Radio stations can host their own virtual stores on
CafePress.com. Check out www.cafepress.comilifog for
one example.)
What about those logos?
One would think it would be expensive to purchase
the rights to those old radio logos.
One would be wrong.
"Translated into layman's terms, my attorney said
that any trademark that has gone unused and which the
owner has taken no steps to preserve is considered abandoned," said deYong. " It passes into public domain.
Since most of these stations disappeared 20 or 30 years
ago, Ididn't need permission."
There is an appropriate disclaimer on the Web site. With
afew exceptions — such as CBS/Infinity, which refused
permission to use its logos — deYong was able to use
everything he wanted. He spent hundreds of hours combing
the Internet to find the original versions of the logos.
"However the technical quality was not good enough,
so Ihad every logo faithfully recreated by an artist," he
said. "We've only received two e-mails complaining about
historical accuracy and in both cases we researched the
complaint and made changes in the artwork."
In recent months deYong has begun the process of
recreating his next batch, approximately 60 more logos.
"We base our choice of ' new' logos on two things:'
he said. "One, requests, and two, which logos Ithink are
the coolest-looking."
Additions will include KEZY in Anaheim, 1975;
CKLW Windsor/Detroit,1972; WFIL Philadelphia,
1978; and KONO San Antonio, 1957.
See more logos, page 36.
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Logos With GoGo
Some of Jim deYong's favorite logos (see page 34) and why:
CFUN Vancouver, 1966. "Maybe not
agreat logo, but it immediately takes
you back to asimpler time. The Disney
lawyers must have had conniption fits
over the Jiminy Cricket rip-off."

o

Radio Mercur Denmark/Sweden,
'58. "It looks like the CBS eye on acid.
It doesn't really tell me anything about
the station, but it's a very odd, very
cool graphic."

RADIO NIERCUR

Radio Nordzee International, ' 71. "Very graphic, very
cool. Makes me wish Icould have picked this station up in
Southern California."

KBAT San Antonio, '66. "It may seem like an obvious graphic solution, but Ilove how simple and direct
it is. Makes you wonder why they would ever have
done any other logo."
RADIO NORDZEE

KCBQ San Diego, ' 72.
"How do you re-brand a set
of call letters that have been
around forever? This is how."

WCFL Chicago, ' 71. " Very
simple, very colorful. Proof
that four ordinary letters can
be made to stand out."

WI BBAGE

KISN Portland, ' 75.
KCBQ 1170 San Diego
"Long before there was
a KISS-formatted station in every market, Portland, Ore., had KISN.
What aperfect logo. After you've seen this logo a
few times, you'd know what the call letters are even
if they were omitted."

FUTURsoitic RADIO
KTNQ Los Angeles, ' 76. "A short-lived
L.A. station but the logo is timeless."

INC

WIBG Philadelphia, ' 67. "One might
think those aren't particularly interesting
call letters, but they made the most of what
they had, by turning them into avery promotable word."

WKBW Buffalo, late ' 50s. "Another
great piece of retro art. It just screams
I950s."

WKIX Raleigh ' 67. "A great set of call letters
with alogo that says excitement."

tif,A•er
10,000

WKTQ ( I3Q) Pittsburgh, ' 77. "Big, bold,
simple. Perfect for aT-shirt."

RADIO
KXOL Fort Worth, ' 69.
"Great hand- lettering. This
logo treatment would probably
work today."

Radio 270 England, ' 65. "Almost hypnotic. Oddly enough, it
predated the psychedelic era, when it would have seemed far more
at home."

850 KC

WOLF Syracuse, ' 62. "Great
call letters and another great
piece of retro art. They went from a
not particularly interesting drawing of a
wolf in their 1961 logo to this cool Disneyesque wolf in
1962. If they were trying to communicate fun, they
accomplished their mission."
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6Way Stereo Distribution Amplifier
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2balanced mono XLR inputs.

Redbox RB-DA6G
6Way Stereo Distribution Amplifier
With Output Gain Control

12 balanced mono XLR outputs.

t As RB-DA6 with 12 xoutput gain controls.
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Fiber Optic Modem Protection
lightning Protection that keeps on morking!
Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RF Industry.
For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038,
Ph: 727-823-6100, Fax: 727-823-6044. For pricing and sales call:
Harris, Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast
Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange
Brokers Inc., S.C'.M.S., or your local distributor.
See our web page: www.opticshield.com It is for real!

The Ultimate Lightning Protection!

NEW DIRECTIONS. NEW DEFINITIONS. NEW DEVICES.

The NB Radio Show" prcmises to deliver aore- of-a- kind
networking opportunity for station professional; representing
all fcrmats and market sizes. Discover what's hot, what's not,
ard low to boost your station's success.T his year's focus is on:

• New Directions — Find out how new technologies are changing
your markets and learn what works ( and what doesn't).
• New Definitions — Gain insight into how PPM will revolutionize
the way you define and track w'our audience.
• New Devices — Go Digital. Discover multicasting and wireless
data text options.
Register today for the most explosive week in radio!

"The NAB Radio Show technical sessions are very valuable
for engineers.This year's RF Safety Course alone covers
issues of extreme importance to all practicing engineers."

Talmage Ball
Vice Presidert of Engineering
Bonneville International
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Increase Your Web Site Page Views
Your Webmaster Can Increase Views Locally
Without Help From National Content
There's no question that broadcast outlets can drive Web site visitors. Give people afew good reasons to visit your Web
site, promote the Web site alot on-air and
you will drive Web site traffic.
Advertising works!
What doesn't work very well is the
content that radio stations continue to
offer Web site visitors.
This is not mere humble opinion; this
is fact. While stations can boost "unique
visitor" numbers simply by increasing
on-air promotion of the Web site, they
have adifficult time increasing the number of page views per visit.
Why? Because once there, users are
often overwhelmed by marketing messages — and underwhelmed by content.
How can your local Webmaster
increase page views locally without the
assistance of national content?
Local Photo Galleries: Ihave seen
first-hand that when properly built, local
photo galleries can drive big page views.
Most are not succeeding because of
the way the photos are taken and the
means by which they are posted. The typical process begins with a promotion
director handing out cameras to interns or
part-timers without specific instructions.
At the conclusion of an event, the pictures are downloaded into photo gal-

leries, most often without review.
Look now at most station local photo
galleries and you'll see DJs standing in
front of tables ... sales people hanging
out in bars ... people eating. Many shots
will be out of focus and poorly framed.

by Mark Lapidus
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who have taken pictures — will tell
friends. Don't forget to include
their names. This image is from
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directions of what to shoot and get them
some instruction.
Next, post only pictures that have
redeeming value. Look for pictures of listeners, captioned with their names if possible — interacting with your DJs, hopefully — some, perhaps, meeting stars at
concerts.
You should also post exceptionally
good photographs taken by
listeners. Encourage your
Web site visitors to send you
pictures online and congratulate them when they make the
cut. Listeners who are in pic113
tures — or who have taken
pictures — will tell friends,
creating more uniques and
page views for you.
Consider hiring a professional photographer for your
larger events. Many will do
on-air or Web site trade. Some
will do it just for apress pass
to shoot big stars on-stage.

Promo Power
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Local Video Galleries:
Purchase or trade a video
camera and FireWire card for
your Webmaster's computer.
Whenever a star visits your
station, capture the action.

Whenever your morning show
does astunt, you must record it.
Again, the person shooting the scenes
needs instruction and direction. Make
sure posted clips are short.
Podcasting: Surely you've got at least
one or two audio features you can put up
every day. If you don't, forget it and take
down your podcasting page. There's
nothing worse than driving traffic to a
page that doesn't do anything. Pretty
embarrassing — that we work in an
audio medium but can't seem to update
podcasting pages regularly.
Linking Properly: Do not put full content pieces or articles on your home page.
It wastes space and cuts down on page
views.
Many PDs seem to find it hard to
believe, but Web users do know how to
click links! Not everything has to be on
the home page to be considered valuable.
Local Information: This takes many
forms and you should have adiscussion
among your managers about what information you already collect that you're not

using on the Web.
For example, snow-closing information is vital for parents and kids. Odds
are you collect this information for
broadcast. Believe or not, parents are
increasingly turning to Web sites instead
of radio stations to obtain this info when
they need it — not when you want to
give it to them.
Local sports is another area where stations could soar, but most often carry
nothing. Even sports-formatted stations
use the excuse that nobody's around to
do it. They should train their anchors in
posting stories.
If radio stations don't increase local
information on their Web sites, the newspapers will beat them time and again.
Auctions: Sure, you can still use the
tool on eBay to auction items off for
charity, but the initial pictures and
descriptions must live on your Web site.
Drive the traffic there, let them click several pages, then steer them to the auction
tool on eBay.
As I've preached before, if radio as an
industry is going to talk the talk about
how cool and compelling our Web sites
have become, we gotta walk the walk to
get it done.
This requires an investment in significant corporate infrastructure and, as
important, investment in locally skilled
Webmasters.
The day has long since passed when
the overnight guy, or even the PD, should
be the part-time Webmaster. Make the
commitment. If you want a great Web
site, invest in great content.
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus
Media. Contact: mlapidus@cox.net.

Radio World Engineering Extra, the radio industry's top resource for credible, high-tech engineering
information, is going high-tech itself! Subscribers
can now choose to receive their issues in adigital
format, delivered right to their desktop. The digital

WE GIVE YOU 0 NEAL
Name: James E. O'Neal
Experience: TV Technology's technology editor and RW contributor. Retired in
2005 after a36-year career in broadcast engineering; began in commercial

edition contains all the same great articles of the

broadcasting in my teens; spent 30+ years with USIA, WorldNetN0A TV.

printed edition, with bonus live web links and rich

Silver Medal Award.

media content.

Favorite piece of radio gear: This is difficult. Ihave alarge collection. Possibly

To start receiving your digital edition of Radio

Recipient of USIA Directors Award and International Bureau of Broadcasting

my 1920s WE spring-suspended double- button carbon mic.
Mentor: Paul Klipsch ( Igrew up in Hope, Ark.)
Favorite stations growing up: KWKH and KOSY in daytime. No nighttime local

World Engineering Extra, fill out the form at

radio. Skywave favorites included KMOX, WOAl. WNOE, WHO. WLS and WGN.

http://www.radioworld.com/subscribe/rwee/digitalL

Radio World's pages are home to the finest writers and column sts in the industry.
Like James O'Neal. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radi) managers anc eigineers.

Sign-up Today!
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Cost-effective solutions designed from ausers point of view.

WVRC-8: Web & Voice Dial- Up Remote Control

ife-111

SIreal Remote Corded

IZZ3Z31112Will

VVVRC-4: Web & Voice Dial-Up Remote Control

SRC-16: Serial Remote Control
er

IntelliClock

IntelliClock Remote
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WVRC-8

The ProMix 12 is a eature-packed
broadcast audio mixing console that is ideal
for broadcast and audio production facilities
needing an affordable compact solution.
The ProMix 12 comes in asmall package.
but is loaded with useful features including
amix- minus output, an announce booth
output with full duplex talkback, amonaural
output, selectable metering, and remote
starts on all line level stereo input channels.
Whether you need acorrpact console for
your on-air applications, or amixer for postproduction or fieldwork, the ProMix 12 is
the right console at the right price. Were
confident that the ProMix 12 will provide
many years of trouble- free operation.

The WVRC-8 provides acost-effective.
eigh1 channel solution for web based
and/or recordable voice riesponse dial- up
transmitter site control. Tie WVRC-8 was
designed from ausers point of view, so
all of the basic functionality you need is
incluied to control your site equipment,
while including the accessories other
manufacturers consider optional. Each
anallog, status, silence sensor,
temgerture sensor and power failure
input can be configured to email up to
four individual email addresses. allowing
different input alarms : o be routed to
different email recipients.

WVRC-4

SRC- 16

IntelliClock

IntelliClock Remote

The SRC- 16 is acomputer interface to the
real world. Connection through an RS-232.
RS-422 or RS-485 serial port with baud
rates up to 38400 the SRC- 16 can not fy
your PC software program that any of 16
optically isolated inputs Fas been opened
or closed and allows your software to control
sixteen SPOT, 1-amp relays.
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o
o
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ProMix 12
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Master Clock — GPS or NTP Referenced —
Desk or rack mount.

The VVVRC-4 provides acost-effective, four
channel solution for web based and/or
recordable voice response dial-up transmitter
site control. The VVVRC-4 was designed from
ausers point of view, so all of the basic
functionality you need is included to control
your site equipment. while including the
accessories other manufacturers consider
optional. Each analog, status, silence sensor,
temperature sersor and power failure input
can be configured to email up to four individual
email addresses, allowing different input
alarms to be routed to different email
recipients.

Remote . 56" six-digit remote display — Desk
or rack mount.
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USA Proud

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST

BROADCAST

tools

www.broadcasttools.cOm
support@broadcasttools.com

The last NCE window was 7 years ago!
Since then...new rules...on-line filing...

Are YOU Prepared?

NCE-Ft4 Engineer's Seminar

Version 4.1

Two days of learning & networking!
D.A. Design • TV6 Protection
Finding Openings • On-line Resources

Domestic Protection • International Rules
National Environmental Protection Act

he Short/c

eplacement
Remove Talk- Over

Washington D.C. July 30-31

MP3,\NAV,VVMA

Total Seminar Price $ 750

Auto Network

Includes Breaks, Lunch & Materials

Title Search
Advanced Effects

Visit nce-fmicom for details
Contact Alex Johnson at 3s2-367-1725 or
alex@nce-frn.com to reserve your seat
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YOUR NEXT

ORDER!

Products, Inc.

tel Quality Tutus* Sluice 1940

CircuitWerkes
•
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Available at all
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First Totally New

Foir

www.freelandproducts.com

o

fbiieote Control Design in Over a Decade!!

75412 Highway 25, Covington, LA 70435
800-624-7626 985-893-1243 Fax 985-892-7323

E-mail freeland-inc.com@freeland-inc.com
Are you looking for ways to cut your engineering

D

D
D
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Onboard Web Serve

,

5> Upto 5
Cell-pho

sper channel
rface

8channels metering, status, & control

D Audio pass-thr.

Expandable up to 32 channels

D.

s
>

2heavy-duty SPDT relays per channel

D

Self- calibrating, auto- ranging meters

Free GUI software
.
site

CircultWerke-s, Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street, Gainçsvillf. Florida 326

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

t2

Price US$2700.00

We have a LARGE stock of commonly e
used tubes ready to ship. If you're in
ahurry we can ship from stock.
Call 800-624-7626 for more informaticn!

taTake10%otIthe cost of your le
,p next Rebuilt Transmitter Tule

cw
-335-6555

Radio

World

-coupon copies are not VALIDThis original coupon MUST accompany
the used tube when sending tor rebuild.

YOU
ONE— BO
SOLUTI
TO DE .D

In- Stock-Available for
Immediate Deliver).

1- -

or your

eilécapability for additional

web 5Grver af www.circuifwerkes.co
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support for our customers 24/7. We can bank your
rebuilt tube too, until you need it, just ask.

& program the Si

Learn more & 1E51- drive th _ St

.•.•• •

budget, while maintaining the highest quality
for your station?
We offer agreat warranty, quick service and technical

•

2Timer.,

Price US$2100.00
2Towers
with studio tor ated at transmitter site.

For A '
0 , firuc ( tone.

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740592 3898
‘swss.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gorman-redlich.com

www.dariagger.co
1-888-89AUDI

The Plan B Classic is your guarantee of
delivering uninterrupted audio service.
It's three units in one:
Digital and analog adjustable silence sensor
• Built-in backup audio on CD, DVD, or Compact Flash
• Auto- dialer with clear human voice
e
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Control Yo
by Mark E. Battersby
Despite all of the attention recently
focused on income taxes, it is the property tax that is among the biggest expenses
in most radio stations or broadcasting
businesses — and the most difficult to
manage.
According to the Council on State
Taxation, aWashington, D.C., think-tank,
American businesses shell out more on
property taxes than for any other type of
state or local taxes.
It is not only those businesses that own
their business property that have been
affected by skyrocketing property taxes;
tenants, too, have felt the bite of those
levies. Regardless of whether property
taxes are paid directly by a tenant or
included in alease, those taxes represent
asignificant amount.
Property taxes all too often are treated
as "fixed" costs by radio station owners
or managers. As such, they can be overlooked as asource of savings. However,
the potential for major savings exists in
this area because those property taxes are
levied in thousands of jurisdictions, with
many broadcasters told only what to pay,
not how the tax bill was computed. Plus,
once reduced, the savings generally
remain effective year after year.
The system

Too often, property taxes are viewed
as asystem in which all property is valued uniformly and taxed at auniform rate
in each taxing jurisdiction.
Local governments in all 50 states and
the District of Columbia rely on rules
established by their state constitutions
and laws. Although most state constitutions require uniformity, in practice no
two states have identical property tax
systems. In fact, in some states, rules are
left to the discretion of local governments
so that the system is not even uniform
across the state.
With over 14,000 property tax systems, it is little wonder that so little is
known or understood about this tax.
Factor in the large numbers of inexperiSTATION

SERVICES

Identity Goes
'Pop'
Identity Programming launched
"Pop Radio," aformat aimed at GenX consumers 25-44.
The "adult variety" format "focuses on what's popular in society, pop
music, pop culture, etc. — everything ' pop,"
the company
said. Music
is from the
le e
swedr.popemikaten
'80s, ' 90s
The Best Variety
and current
hits, " spiced
with classics from the ' 70s."
Identity calls it a "true top-40 format as it used to be." The format was
created by Prairie Radio consultant
Peter Olescheck and is distributed by
Identity.
For information call Gary Begin at
(731) 424-5025 or visit www.identityprogramming.com.
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enced officials within many of those systems charged with the task of placing a
value on the properties within their jurisdictions and the result is chaotic, littleunderstood tax.
Unlike most taxes, property taxes are
computed by the local government and
the taxpayer usually is told only what or
how much to pay. While the Internal
Revenue Service checks all figures used
by the taxpayer, few taxpayers even

A broadcaster
will never know
whether errors have
increased its
property's valuation
unless it checks.

understand the figures on their property
tax bills. Nor are they aware that of how
easy it is to check the computation of that
property tax bill — as well as that of the
underlying valuation.
Armed with a few facts about their
radio station's property, it is relatively
easy for any broadcaster to review the
property's record in the tax assessor's
office. Such records are public records
and, as such, are available to everyone.
Most tax assessors, elected or not, are
eager to cooperate and usually willing to
correct any errors detected and brought to
their attention.
tax too
Many broadcasting businesses own little or no property. However, just because
the business rents its studio, office or
tower does not mean that property taxes
can be ignored.
In the Northeast, for example, studies
show that property taxes range from 15 to
25 percent of the total rent for most businesses.
Renovations, by either by the building's owner or atenant, can also lead to
an increase in property taxes. The cost of
major renovations or alterations made at
the request of atenant often is amortized
through the rent — especially if the property's owner borrowed to finance the
work.
In many cases, the taxing authorities
assess buildings based on income stream,
without consideration of aproperty owner's debt. Far better for many broadcastRenters pay

Ø

à

ers/tenants is to negotiate rent for the
btisiness property "as is" and work out
some form of third-party financing for
renovations. Although few tenants want
to use their capital, this strategy should
be weighed against the fact that higher
rent could have an impact on the taxes.
Unfortunately, few broadcasters have
the clout to insist that their lease require
the landlord to initiate a property tax
protest at the tenant's request; such a
clause is strongly recommended by many
real estate experts. Ownership of the
property and adirect relationship with
the taxing authority often makes it better
from alogistical and legal standpoint for
the property owner to lead the battle for
lower or more equitable property taxes.
Reduce the bite
In most states, the basic starting point
for determining the property tax "base" is
all real and personal property, both tangible and intangible. Real property usually
refers to land and anything permanently
attached to it. Personal property includes
anything that is the subject of ownership
not permanently affixed to or apart of
real property.
Fortunately, in no state does the tax
base encompass all real and personal
property. As mentioned, in no two states
is it the same.
Illinois and Iowa, for example, include
only real property in their tax bases and
most states exclude intangible property.
Florida, Kentucky and Missouri are
among the exceptions that tax intangibles
such as patents, trademarks, copyrights,
brand names, franchise agreements and
licenses.
Among the states that could constitutionally tax all real and personal property,
none does. Instead, various means are
used to remove property from the tax
base. Certain types of property are granted full or partial exemption based on
characteristics of the property and/or its
owner. In some states different types of
property are assessed differently or taxes
at different rates.
Thus, the first question every owner
and manager should be asking is whether
their radio station's business property
should be taxed and, if so, is it taxed at
the proper tax rate?
Fighting the assessment
All property taxes are considered "Ad
Valorem" taxes — that is, taxes that are
based on the value of the properly. Since
so many variables enter into the equation,
it is rare that the assessor and the property's owner will agree on avalue.
Armed with a few facts about the
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property, it is relatively easy to review
the tax assessor's record. Such records
are, after all, public records and, as such,
are available to everyone. Tax assessors,
whether elected or appointed to their
position, usually are eager to cooperate in
correcting blatant errors.
And, boy do those errors exist. Twostory buildings where only a one-story
building stands, a200-foot-deep building
on a lot only 75 feet deep, basements
where none exist, parking lots that are
really on aneighboring property. The list
of errors is virtually endless. However, a
broadcaster will never know whether
errors have increased its property's valuation unless it checks.
Math errors and mistakes in the property's measurements, construction materials, roof type and conditions are common and quickly corrected by the
property tax assessor on the spot — if
brought to that assessor's attention.
If the assessor cannot or will not correct errors discovered on the assessment
record or if the radio station's owner or
manager challenges an assessment on the
grounds that it is not comparable to other,
similar properties, the matter usually is
presented to alocal appeal review board.
In some jurisdictions, it may in fact, be
necessary to complete and submit aformal complaint and appeal form in order
to go before the local review board.
Should the assessor turn adeaf ear to
the station's request to correct any errors
and if the local property tax review board
denies arequest for alower valuation, the
next step is to present the case to the state
board of appeal. Finally, in those rare
instances where these steps have failed,
the entire matter may be taken to court.
Obviously, no broadcaster should challenge aproperty tax assessment without a
clear-cut case. No one wants to open up a
Pandora's Box. Fortunately, there are a
number of good consultants to help
reduce local property taxes. Many of
them will work entirely or largely on a
contingency basis. There are also attorneys — known as "certiorari" or tax
protest attorneys — who provide such
services.
Finally ...
Few radio station owners or managers
think about property taxes. Some may
check calculations prepared by the assessor to ensure the property tax bill is errorfree. But is that assessment in line with
similar properties, has the property been
properly identified or, indeed, is that
assessment upon which the annual property tax bill is based, actually based on
the broadcasting operation's property?
Compounding the problem, generally
accepted accounting principles require
businesses to value property at an amortized historic cost. Property taxes of
course are based on fair- market value,
which as every station owner and manager knows can vary depending on who is
doing the calculation.
Several years ago, a major study
revealed that few major Fortune 500
companies bothered to challenge the
assessment on their properties. However,
according to that study, almost nine of 10
companies that did challenge their property tax assessments were successful.
Is the property tax assessment on your
radio station's property correct?
Mark Battersby is a tax and financial
writer based
in
the
suburban
Philadelphia community of Ardmore, Pa.
He wrote in March about trade shows
and tax write-offs.
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"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers

ACOUSTICS

CAREERS

WANT TO SELL

Where can Ifind... ajob?
an engineer?

AcousticsFirst
=888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

Go to Career Services at www.sbe.org

www.acousticsfirst.com

CODECS
WANT TO SELL

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

Reliable, On-time Installation

lelos Zephyr Xstream for sale.
Lightly used in perfect working
order, verified by expert engineer.
With original box, packing and
manual. $ 2500 plus shipping.
Contact: Jo at 336-669-0707

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

and Repair

WANT TO SELL

www.amgroundsystems.com

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
AMPLIFIERS
AudioClassics.com Buy - Sells Trades- Repairs New, Used &
Vintage - McIntosh. Marantz,
Klipsch, Tannoy, JBL and other
US made audio equipment.
800-321-2834

STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio -

S

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old vintage
speaker & amplifier, McIntosh,
Marantz, Electro Voice, Jensen,
Altec, Tannoy, Fisher, Dynaco,
Cash- pick up 773-339-9035
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
FM Radio antenna ERI 4- bay
tuned to 91.7 mHz with 130 ft. 15/8 - transmission line, " as- is,
where- is" condition with no
expressed or implied warranty or
guarantee. Buyer responsible for
transporting from site in upstate
NY. Contact: Gail Wagner, Ithaca
College Purchasing. Ithaca, NY
(607) 274-1472.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
Autogram Mini- Mix 8 & Autogram
Mini- Mix 12 - contact Joe 989-8921189 or 989-798-0285 evenings.
CONSULTANTS
NEED EXPERT CONTRACT WORK
FOR INSTALLATIONS or wiring,
documentation projects, routine
maintenance? Experienced Engineer looking for part-time work - NY
City, Philadelphia, and NJ areas.
Email Joe at: jstack@ieee.org.
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec Ela's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Orban Optimod FM 8100A. It was
working when removed from
service. It is complete, but less
manual. Known as the best analog
processor ever made. $ 1,500.00,
OBO.
Buyer pays shipping.
Randy Howard 520-744-1150

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

AUTOMATION

MISCELLANEOUS

EQUIPMENT

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

CHEAP SPARE IPA MODULES FOR
YOUR HARRIS OR CONTINENTAL
FM TRANSMITTER or use for a
stand-alone power amplifier.
300W and 700W MMD/AMT Solid State Power Amplifiers Broadband FM 88-108 MHZ with
no tuning! $ 700.00 each includes
2 day shipping. SHIPPED COD
CASHIERS CHECK /MONEY ORDER
ONLY. Call Dustin 636-887-5438.
Please leave amessage the phone
isn't answered.

Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
The software is free, there is a
small duplication fee. For more
info call 406.665.1832.

MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY

MUM 111DAMIS A14:, RAW BOOMS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Hanis, CCA, CSI,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent,
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FM 402 493 6821

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE

WANT TO BUY
Collector want to buy: old vintage
pro
gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers,
turntables, ED working or not,
working transformers ( UTC Western
Electric),
Fairchild,
Western
Electric, Langevin, RCA, Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins. Cash pick up 773-339-9035
Equipment Wanted: old, obsolete, or
unused signal processing, recording,
and playback equipment. Limiters,
preamps,
E0,
mixing
desks,
microphones, tape machines (cassette
and reel), etc. Donations gladly
accepted; asking prices considered.
443-854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco radio
recordings from the 1920's through
the 1980's. For example newscast,
talk shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like KGO,
KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, KWBR,
KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KOW, KRE,
KTIM, KYA, etc... Feel free to call me
at 415-383-6216 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
DONATION NEEDED
All Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations
need Equipment. Will offer tax
deduction letter, You determine
donation value, We will pay
shipping.
Equipment
shared
between three Wisconsin stations.
Looking for Mics, Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it. Email:
Dan@WIECradio.org
MONITORS
WANT TO SELL

&

MICROWAVE

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. 1800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Rack)"

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
U.S. 25KW FM STATION- Major
border crossing area. Red Sox
affiliate,
profitable,
huge
upside. Price $ 595K Inquiries
781-848-4201
E- Mail:
salesgroup@beld.net Web:
www.RadioStationsForSale.net

.bexte%

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
•*`'
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com

619-239-8462

Or call and we will fax it to you.

Transmitters
and Antennas
.1

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

terjaPie

STUDIO-

TRANSMITTERS/

TRANSMITTER LINKS

EXCITERS/

(STL) AND RPU

TRANSLATORS

WANT TO SELL
Mosley Lanlink 900 in excellent
condition 1-660-747-9191 -ask for
Greg Hassler
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs

WANT TO SELL
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Collins 20V-2 500/1000 Watt AM
Broadcast Transmitter, been on the
air since November 1958. Good
condition. Buyer must pick up in
Lafayette, TN. We will not ship
Contact Randy Swatter at 615-6662169 or email rswaffer@nctc.com

FM Exciters - STI:s -

PROMOTE

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

YOUR

WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of 16"
tianscriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook,
719-687-6357.
V-DISCs - 12 ii. 78 RPM discs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357
TEST- METERINGMONITORING
WANT TO BUY
Needed: Potomac Field Intensity
Meter (" FIM") nodels 21 and 41
(covering the AM band). Please call
with offer to sell. Richard Biby, RE.
540 882 4290 or email rich@biby.net

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

S "You Know We Know Radio"
Never Used just like new Harris
HARZA3.5FM Transmitter 3.5 kW
with solid state superciter exciter;
1-5/8 EIA Flanged Output connector;
redundant " hot pluggable" RF
amplifier modules: Auto switching
Reserve IPA amplifier. Call Gregg
at ( 345) 916-6777 or email at
g3ande@rogers.com

BUSINESS!

ADVERTISE!
For more
information, call
Claudia Van Veen

Energy Onyx 10KW Eco 10. Good
condition on air at 100.7 mHz. Tube
is six months old also includes
some other spare parts. Asking
$11,500.00. Please call 541-2703599 for more information.

at 703.998.7600,
ext. 154.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

WANT TO SELL
Moseley PCL 6010/PCL 6020 950
MHZ. Composite Transmitter and
Receiver. $3000.00 - Call David
Hood 317-684-8123

TO THE SMALL

Your #1 Source

Belar FMM-1 & FMS- 2 FM
Monitor and Stereo M' onitor,
Sold as a pair -$ 1000.00.
Call
David Hood 317-684-8123
REMOTE

leal g
FROM THE TALL

1 KW
2007
1.5 KW
1983
2 KW
2007
3.5 KW
1986
5 KW
1987
7+ KW Digital 2005
7+ KW
2002
10 KW
2001
20 KW
1985
20 KW
1989
25 KW
1989
25 KW
1990
30 KW
1989
30 KW
2006
50 KW
1982

2.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
50 KW

1986
1974
1982
1987
1985
1990
1985

Used FM Transmitters
Crown FM1000E
BE FM 1.5A
Crown FM2000E
Harris HT 3.5
Harris FM5K1
Harris Z16 HDS IBOC
Harris Z16 IBOC
Henry 10,000D-95
Harris FM2OK
0E1 FMQ 20,000B
Continental 816R-3B
Continental 816R-3B
BE FM30A
Harris HT30CD
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher
Used AM Transmitters
Harris SX2.5A
Continental 315F
Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
Harris DX10
Continental 317C2

Exciters
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT 2nd Generation
•New' 20w & 3CW Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analog_and Digital
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Lsed TV Transmitters
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
Used Wisc. Eauipment
Altronics 20KW
Cooled Load
Denon 720R cassette NEW
Sola Voltage Reg. 50hz 1KVA s- phase
Please visit oi.r website, fmamtv.com, for
current listings and •-• runs Surplus
Inventory

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmarntv.com
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
'
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination

Zi 4ED

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

•

651-784-7445

Freed: infoiliewleng.corn

ssoci

rt.

•

FROM STOCK

FALL 2007 RUNG WINDOW, CALL US!
•Field Services & Construction
•FCC Licensing & CF' Applications
•Upgrade Studies & Technical Negotiations

Vroftware for your
oft

CLIN.TIFFS

ewww.commtechrf.com,
R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E
ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES
(Mt FM. TV LPTV) New babes.
etc irks:Aim FM I:Li-grade diplex

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

FIELD WORK ASPECUIJTI

Mullaney

Engineering, Inc.

Pr

lie189111/iKa

9049ShadyGroveCarrt
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
0011921-0115
Fax ( 301)590-9157
mullaneyaimullengccom

•AM
â
• M `.
rite:rely
interne adestrre.M.
ihulsui,e,Ents
-xustiesriont e. proof • Facility nsoecteass too
•iiADHA7 «wide
Ixectasensliece
inents ROLiaikoi
PulPasn
Felaid evaamion • (Ale traka(1,'

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: linkesumom.com web: www.sureorn corn

•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

VIset
on the wen al we. t.yleusyll.corn
Ion Deny:welt Sy 0E. Deinorest GA -/ 06./,1-2/25

RAIIAM BROCIC,

'Can me for your next
transmitter or antenna"

IN

RI

INC.

YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO'

BROADCAST TECHNIC NI CONSLI TAN TS

Rd' Service From Allocation 111

John Lackness

Operation AM/FM/IN/AI )( Services.:

210-775-2725

Field Work:Antcnna and

Sales

PO. Box 932 • Cibolo, TX 78108

Facilities 1/esign

Over 45 rears engineering
and c
on.Cuiting experience
912-638-8028
202-393-5133

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

rrnburrowescorncest.ned
304.258.7921 • Cell 301.938-0985

Reach Broadcast Professionals!
For more information, including rates 8t
deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at

www.grahambroc.k.com
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

ifIdUettier

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

Clarence M Beverage • Laura Al. Mizrahi

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AAVFMÍTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

PAM 911.... ,110100.43 ,

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

210 S. Main St., Thiensville, WI 530'92 ( 262) 242-6000
benteevansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

))

IE

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

FASTIER._

MMUNICAT1ONS 7ECNNOLOGiES, INC

rià1AM, FR TV coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation construction permit anti license
engineering

FOR YOUR ENGINEERING NEEDS FOR THE NCE-FM

"Ilele.cmmumelcettion ConaulIante

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Stwiliftpmulhavailable

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

e!"' .etS EVANS
•

•

FROM STOCK

Give us a call to ef-H,r" the difference!

Fax (851) 784-7541

5844 Menem Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

jpierce@mediatechusa.com

High-quality Internet Streaming

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

j

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

704-799-2245

TECH INC.

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service ton radio stations only All other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only
Send your listings to us by filling out the twin below Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear
The listings run lot two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again Thank you

*see°
_

Please print and include
all information:

Radia World.

Contact Naine
Title
Company/Station
Address

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2007
1x

6x

13x

26x

32x

$110

105

100

95

90

10-19 col inch (per inch) $95

85

75

65

60

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

115

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

85

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

123

105

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

radioworld.com line ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$16 additional

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on
aper word or per inch basis.

WTS a WTB Li Category: _
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS a WTB -11 Category:
1lake:
Itrie)' Description:

Model:

Price:

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154 or e-mail:

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:
---

cvanveenimaspub.com to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.radioworld.com

P11,
'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings
for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

are run

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966
e-mail Cvaneeeneimaspub.com
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POWER TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INT1: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

NEW

1/2 THE COST

WVAY.eCOrICO.COM

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TUBE

TUBES & COMPONENTS

TRANSIVITTERS/EXaTERS/

FCC Certified

TRANSLATORS WTS

Cont
nBoveeiwl
oute
i

ADVERTISE!

FM Stereo Transmitter

World Leader
ffi
AIN - FM
Transmitters

"Now tx

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS!

34tkyear

AM 9 FM Pre-Owned
Units in Stock

111011»

V 50W RF

output, continuous

V Auto protect

with

auto soft

duty!
fail &

auto restore!
Automatic battery backup!
Digital display of all parameters
Perfect for LPFM, Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters

For more information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.

•Spares & All Comptete

>ea'

ramsey

800-446-2295
In Our 33rd Year!

C Electronics

D

WWV/

An International Distributor of

FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

67 kHz (
SCA Channel 1) Used or
repairable
(
with manuals if
available) — call John 517-316-5307

Or Call Rob Malany, National/Intl Sales

at

321-900-4001

Energy Onix Legend Transmitter
1500C Solid State Transmitter in
excellent condition 1-660-7479191 -ask for Greg Hassler

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts, Phase
Monitors,
Rf Switches, AM
Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

Components

NEW & REBUILT

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
atrina
--"Wii.
=
=

Visit our VVebsrte

www.besoo-intoom

RF

Tubes

WANT TO BUY

bvww.ramseyelectronics.com
All Powers • Malurlastures • lo,bor_bool Brerirs

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on Iransmahng tubes &
sockets! ris, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
night,
402-449iptIceldlitme4lahes.c000nr

••• ••••••11

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

IMO«

11

MIN\
( *am •••••••• •

SVETLANA

cE

Power beillir•II

Pro-Tek ®

EEV
USA DISTRIBUTOR

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
.311w,

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Look no further, you're in the right place!

peces

To Order:

en%

oim

1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374

sroce

Se Habla Español
3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609

:111:

352-688-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

BEST SERVICE

Websiter enwralawk-electffinicssoni

Worldwide Availability

AM\
4p—
'Nr

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823

adià WrId

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

Call today for current rates and
703-998-7600, ext. 154

ARM/ /Wiens,

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED
SALSYS

CYSIEMS
)TORE

RADIO BROADCAST SYSTEMS SALES
SE US Territory covering 5States. Requires in depth technical knowledge of
Iboth Studio & RF systems. Will represent major Systems Integrator and
!Equipment Supplier. Relocation to the sales area required — Orlando area
preferred. Salary & commission commertsurate with skills. Benefits provided.
E-mail resume to resumereebalsys.com.

Extremely knowledgeable
and
articulate racing writerlalk show
host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent features, etc.
Check out www.bleacherreportcom
or www.rubbinsracingshow.com for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email:
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com or
email rich@biby.net

POSITIONS WANTED
C.E.
position
wanted:
Experienced
with
computers,
transmitters, H.D. transmitters,
automations, digital studios. Robert
King, Call: ( 915) 581-2979.

Outgoing
and
creative
professional, strives for perfection,
knack for copywriting, and passion
for digital editing. Contact Maria Vu,
901-490-5792: mariavuegmail.com

Funny, talkative, dependable
female with outgoing personality
and vast customer service &
promotions skills. Willing to work
hard at your station! Sundae
Flowers 214-228-3660

Talented Producer, Announcer,
Voiceover Stylist & Talk Show
Host is looking to share her talent
with you! Call Shelundia today
and let's get started tomorrow!
469-233-0924

Self- motivated, confident, leadership abilities, showmanship, great
attitude, enthusiastic, very organized,
attention to detail, multi-tasker,
personable, outgoing, energetic, team
player. Heather Wasden, 817-7098901, HI-16F6W@aolcom

Are you a small market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the New York/New Jersey
area? Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for
Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917864-7718. mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com

_
You'll find
you're looking for
in Radio World.
. Subscribe today!

Oaf PARTS - CO.
Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba

SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors
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OPINION

•READER'S
FCC's IBOC Report
And Order
Implementation of these IBOC rules,
particularly for AM and more particularly
for AM nighttime operation, continues
the FCC's apparent plan to destroy AM
radio, and more particularly local smalltown radio ("AM Digital at Night,
Multicasting, Other Changes Spelled
Out," RW Online, June 1).
If any particle of fairness is left in this

FORUM•

have no trouble in hearing these signals
does not. Reminds me of the first FM
stereo signals. That is my feeling.
We can deal with FM, but AM will fail
unless companies release some great
receivers.
Paul Drake
Chicago
The best feature of the FCC's IBOC
Report and Order is that there is no
mandatory conversion to digital broadcasting.

AM protection rules. Why should analog
stations have to now abide by the same
old restrictive rules? Has the FCC ever
heard of the ' Golden Rule?'

— Paul Dean Ford

As alistener to AM for some 40 years
now, Isee big trouble with nighttime
IBOC, with stations "hissing" via skip all
over the nation, killing any fringe listeners from hearing their close-by local or
regional signals. This will give satellite
radio aboost!
As far as FM is concerned, the signals
are so weak that aroof antenna is needed
in the suburbs of Chicago 19 miles from
the main antenna; aflat area that should

It is indeed best to leave the conversion to digital to marketplace forces. This
will produce a reasonably paced conversion that will not leave a lot of listeners
without service.
Nicicolaus E. Leggett
Reston, Va.

A Good Read
Ijust read Aaron Read's article on the
Directed HD Radio (" Latest HD- R
Tabletop Is From Directed," April 11)
and wanted to say it's agood read! I'm
buying the Radiosophy HD100, priced at
the lowest end of the market, and wish
Aaron would do the same analysis.
High price doesn't always guarantee
quality, at least Ihope so in this case.
Radiosophy is bringing HD Radio into
the world of ordinary listeners — at half
the market cost. Anyway, thanks Aaron.
Bill Gillaspie
Atlanta

How to ...
Send aletter to the editor:
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com with "Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.
Change your mailing address:
Visit www.radioworld.com, click on Subscribe to RW and follow instructions to
change asubscription address.
Contribute freelance articles:
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com and request our Writer's Guidelines.
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Armstrong Transmitter Co.

40

Audion Labs
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Axia - A Telos Company
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Balsys Technology Group

6

Bradley Broadcast

www.armstrongtx.com
www.audionlabs.com
www.axiaaudio.com
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Broadcast Electronics

39

Broadcast Tools, Inc
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BSI

3

BSW

www.bdcast.com
www.broadcasttools.com
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Burli Software

www.burli.com

40
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Comrex Corporation
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40

Freeland Products, Inc.

35

Global Security Systems
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Google Inc.

40

Gorman Redlich Mfg

www.gorman-redlich.com

30

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

www.freelandproducts.com
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www.google.com/ads/asaudio
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Harris Corporation

www.broadcast.harris.com
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Henry Engineering
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LBA Technology, Inc.

www.inovon.com
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Mouser Electronics
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Tieline Technology
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The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say
" Thanks to John Bisset for
all the info over the years.
lhave learned aton and
also discovered where I
needed to concentrate
more study'.e

Get information about advertising:
Download amedia kit including editorial calendar at www.imaspub.com.
Run aHelp Wanted ad:
E-mail Claudia Van Veen at cvanveen@ imaspub.com or call 703-998-7600 x154 for
print and online rates.
Purchase reprints of articles:
E-mail Emmily Wilson at ewilson@ imaspub.com.
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IBOC does not conform to the existing

agency, it must immediately change AM
rules to allow analog broadcasters to
interfere with IBOC stations way above
and beyond the strict rules now in effect,
in order to maintain some semblance of a
service area that is and/or will be
destroyed by this unbelievable debacle of
digital AM.
IBOC does not conform to the existing
AM protection rules. Why should analog
stations have to now abide by the same
old restrictive rules? Has the FCC ever
heard of the Golden Rule?
Pau/ Dean Ford, RE.
Dennison, Ill.

I Radio World

George R. Seifert
Journal Broadcast Group - Tucson
Shpiton: The Heil PR 20 Professional Dynamic Carcrioid Studio Microphone
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OPINION

•READER'S

FORUM•

EAS Poised for
Massive Overhaul

Parity Check
Failure
Ijust read your recent "Parity Check"
editorial (June 6). Ican't believe RW
would support such a diatribe against
existing broadcasters.
The piece suggests they are "getting a
free ride" for not paying performance
royalties to the CRB for over- the- air
music programming. Nowhere in here is
it stated that existing broadcasters
already pay about half a billion dollars
in performance royalties to various performance rights organizations, including
substantial royalties to composers via
ASCAP and BMI fees. Talk about unfair
and unbalanced!
Paying the CRB would essentially
amount to paying twice for the same
privilege. Plus, those stations who are
Webcasting their over-the-air programming are also paying RIAA fees.
Performers need radio as much as radio
needs performers. It's a time-honored
partnership with radio covering ahuge
chunk of aperformer's de facto marketing expense they've never had to pay. Is
RW now preferring to promote the interests of Internet-only radio over those of
existing over- the- air and Webcasting
radio broadcasters? Shame on you.
Guy Wire
Anywhere, U.S.A.

More From
The Vast
Wasteland
There have been anumber of responses you published related to my letter on
ham radio, in which Iclassified the hobby as avast wasteland (
Reader's Forum,
March 28). Some of the responses
addressed the issues; some were just personal attacks.
My letter addressed the fact that hams
think they have aGod (FCC)-given right
to erect towers anywhere in residential
communities even though their public
service in most cases is absent.
Ibelieve towers are beautiful; the
more the merrier. My argument is based
on the general public's right to live in
visual peace.
William Tynan W3X0 attacked, nicely, my assertion that ham conversations

are devoid of anything meaningful. He
shuttered at the thought hams might discuss politics or religion. Those are exactly the few meaningful conversations I
have had or have heard. The exchanges
and conversations about cultures were
helpful and enlightening.
When Romania was freed from dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, the ham Ispoke
to that morning was literally crying for
joy as we discussed politics. Irecorded
the conversation and received local TV
coverage.
Another event was with my high
school students, who asked a political
question of an East German ham; he also
broke down about being able to see his
relatives after the fall of the Berlin Wall.
To these kids this person-to-person conversation brought the news home. This is
what ham radio should be about.
Mr. Tynan also discussed technology
advances, referring to moon bounce. I
was in high school when hams did that
in the ' 60s. What's new in the last 40
years?
There is no doubt some hams were
helped in their career field by their start
in ham radio. However, the license
exam is so easy my daughter passed it
when she was eight. And now it is even
easier, as all the questions and answers
are published, and the only actual skill
required (Morse Code) has been eliminated. If you give ahunter amap of the
zoo, with animals in cages, and he came
back with his kill, how much of achallenge is that?
Allan Augustyn says in his letter that
my views are not representative of the
views of the ham community; that is
absolutely true. However, may the readers of this letter find ashortwave receiver and listen anytime to the vast wasteland of spectrum hams occupy and hear
for yourselves.
The next time hams have acontest, I
suggest instead of exchanging false signal reports and locations, the contest
require them to exchange name, two
interests outside of ham radio, a noteworthy point of interest about their community, their field of work, an accomplishment of afamily member (to show
they actually talk to them) and a word
about their local climate.
Do you know what might happen?
They might forget about the "contest"
and actually talk to the person.
Burt Fisher
KIOIK
Cape Cod, Mass.

Few broadcasters have not complained about the shortcomings of EAS, most
recently illustrated by the EAN that was inadvertently aired in Illinois and St. Louis.
For more than 50 years, our government-imposed emergency alerting systems have
tried and too often failed to fulfill their collective intended mission and benefit to the
public.
This malaise may finally and rapidly be coming to an end. The events of 9/11 and
Hurricane Katrina, along with the maturation of technologies like CAP and the
Internet, have prompted the various government entities dealing with public safety,
disaster preparedness and response to start working from acommon playbook.
FCC Docket 04-296 was launched before Katrina in 2004. It proposed major
changes in EAS rules, including required participation by digital and satellite broadcasters. Many other proposed improvements have been discussed within FEMA,
DHS, FCC, NOAA, SBE, NASBA and other groups since.
The Integrated Public Alert and Warning System or IPAWS is anew initiative
launched within DHS and FEMA to work with stakeholders to improve our public
warning systems. We are seeing the fruit of that labor start to ripen.
This March, the General Accounting Office issued 07-411, acomprehensive
report on the state of emergency preparedness. It recognized the limitations of the
present structure and the pressing need to develop anew integrated emergency alerting and communications system, however challenging that will be. The authors
appear to have "gotten it right" regarding the role broadcasters need to play among
first responders.
On May 31, the FCC adopted aSecond Report and Order and FNPRM regarding
EAS that will require EAS participants to accept messages using CAP, the Common
Alerting Protocol. This will be incorporated in the next generation of EAS delivery
systems no later than 180 days after FEMA announces its adoption of standards.
CAP is an open, non-proprietary, XML-based standard data interchange format
used by DHS, FEMA, NWS, USGS and more recently by the FCC. It can be used to
collect all types of hazard warnings and reports locally, regionally and nationally for
input into arange of information management and warning dissemination systems.
(See www.incident.comicaplwhat-why-how.html.)
The beauty of CAP is that it's readily used by the Internet, cellphones, PDAs,
newsgathering organizations, radio, TV and cable operators, highway messaging,
lottery machines and so on. The new EAS delivery structure will need to incorporate
atext-based engine that will easily be harnessed by CAR Existing EAS hardware
manufacturers and perhaps new players will be introducing new codee versions that
include CAP capability when rules are finalized.
Perhaps most important for existing broadcasters, the new rules will require transmitting state and locally targeted EAS alerts that are originated by governors or their
designees.
This means state and local messages will need distribution systems that are not
dependent on the old LP daisy-chain scheme. Broadcasters should not be "relay
devices" for the benefit of other stations. Existing state government two-way radio
and satellite relay networks as well as Web and Internet-based resources like
MyStateUSA will play key roles here.
This next-generation EAS system is far from complete. There are proposals to
expand the Primary Entry Point system to include FM stations, satellite radio and
NPR, making national EAS activation more effective. Other important issues such as
how best to treat non-English speaking stations and audiences need to be addressed.
The goal in forging anew EAS system is to quickly and reliably reach 99 percent
of the nation using radio, TV and other media with geo-targeted voice, video, text
and data emergency information. The government has fast-tracked this proceeding,
and input from broadcasters is very much needed and encouraged.
Industry EAS experts like Clay Freinwald — chairman of the SBE EAS
Committee, vice president of the national SBE and chairman of the Washington state
SECC — are educating chapters and others about these developments; and much of
the information above comes from Freinwald's recent presentations.
Radio World urges all interested parties to participate in the rulemalcing process.
We have areal opportunity to make EAS work the way it was intended.
—RW
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OUR DIGITAL D- 75N is afull- featured standalone mixing console that can also be
seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D- 75N
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D- 75N is intended for on- air and
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional accessory positions.
The D- 75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures—the
console has both independent faders for " local sources" and six networked faders capable of
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT- 5cables connect
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi- pair wiring between
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy.
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way to link your studios together— and still stay within budget. Vis .t our website and learn
more today!
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